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PREFACE: WHO IS THIS MANUAL FOR AND WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

This book is for community leaders, librarians, library committees, volunteers, aid 
workers and others who are interested in the practical aspect of starting and maintaining 
a successful library�  Throughout the developing world, countless dedicated people 
respond to the pressing need for information in their communities by helping to start a 
library�  They often have no formal training in library science and overcome enormous 
difficulties to establish collections of resources that enrich their communities.  This book 
is a practical guide to help communities meet the challenges of setting up and running 
a library�  It was inspired by my own experiences setting up a library with a community 
in West Africa and shaped by letters from hundreds of other aid workers and community 
librarians from around the globe�  First-hand experience with the frustrations, challenges 
and rewards of setting up a library has given me a deep sense of respect for and solidarity 
with community librarians facing similar challenges�  Like many of them, I am not a 
librarian by training and had to be very resourceful in seeking help and advice, which I 
have been fortunate to receive from many people and organisations�

This book was made possible by funding from the UNESCO Network of Associated 
Libraries (UNAL), which is dedicated to promoting international co-operation and 
understanding between libraries�  I would like to thank Joie Springer at UNAL for 
her invaluable help during this project�  The book was written at the World Library 
Partnership (WLP) headquarters with much support and guidance from the board of 
directors�  I would like to give special thanks to WLP President Peggy Hull for reviewing 
several versions of the manuscript�  

To ensure that the information in this book has the widest possible relevance, it has 
been reviewed and field tested in eleven countries.  I would like to thank the following 
reviewers for their insightful comments: Dr� Kingo Mchombu of the University of 
Namibia, Margaret Myers, U�S� Peace Corps Volunteer working with the National Library 
Service of Botswana, Carol Priestley of INASP (see the bibliography) and various staff 
at the UNESCO Division of Information and Informatics�  I also want to express my 
sincere gratitude to Gail Wadsworth for her ongoing mentoring throughout this and many 
other projects�  Her extensive comments in red ink helped me to develop many of the 
book’s finer points.  The following field testers provided critical feedback from the book’s 
target audience: Midekeasa Degaga, Christopher Frederick, Sister Frances Kersjes, 
Roberta Overman, Pheny Birungi and Sam Werberger�  I would also like to thank Norbert 
Adewuho for the honour of working with him on the Yikpa Community Library project�  
Finally, thank you to my husband for his loving support and skilful editing�

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
The introduction to this manual focuses on specific issues that the community and 
the library founder(s) need to address before establishing a library�  The second and 
third sections focus on establishing and managing a library� Each section is divided 
into several parts�  There is a list of “action steps” at the end of each part summarising 
what needs to be done at each stage of planning and running a library�  It is best to read 
through the entire manual once before carrying out the action steps for each part�  It 
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may be helpful to set a target date for completing each action step and make a list of 
who is responsible for each task�  

Laura Wendell
The World Library Partnership
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PEACE CORPS BOOK DONATIONS POLICY
The Peace Corps Office of Private Sector Initiatives (OPSI) is responsible for 
coordinating the acceptance of all gifts to the Peace Corps� Gift acceptance authority 
is subject to legal restrictions which limit who can solicit gifts on behalf of the Peace 
Corps�  Volunteers are not authorized to solicit book donations for the Peace Corps� 
Volunteers may contact book donor organizations and discuss possible donations�  
However, if an organization wishes to make a donation to Peace Corps, rather than 
directly to the community, volunteers should contact their country director (CD) before 
any book donation takes place�  The CD will contact OPSI�  OPSI helps to facilitate in-
kind donations to Peace Corps posts� OPSI coordinates with CDs, who have the authority 
to accept or reject donations�  All donations to Peace Corps must support Peace Corps 
programming�  OPSI facilitates the signing of an in-kind donation agreement between the 
CD and the donor�

The Peace Corps cannot incur costs by accepting an in-kind donation�  Thus, the donor 
must pay for, or arrange payment for, shipping and any customs fees associated with a 
donation�  Each in-kind donation agreement stipulates this�  Book donations are shipped 
to the country director�  Books can only be shipped after the agreement is signed�

Many book donors do not have in-kind donation agreements with the Peace Corps�  
Volunteers should not contact these organizations to request donations on behalf of the 
Peace Corps�  Volunteers are encouraged to work with counterparts to request books 
from these organizations�  Counterparts may contact these organizations on behalf of the 
local library�  Shipments will be sent directly to the counterpart or other designated host 
country national�  

For additional, up-to-date information on book donations, contact the Information 
Resource Center (IRC) manager in the Peace Corps office in-country for a copy of 
Sources of Donated Books, produced by Peace Corps Information Collection and 
Exchange (ICE) for use by Peace Corps Volunteers� Request ICE publication No� RE003�  
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INTRODUCTION:  DOES YOUR COMMUNITY REALLY NEED A LIBRARY?

Those of you working in established libraries may be tempted to skip this section�  
However, if you are having problems with community support and involvement, you 
might find some good ideas here (and under Community Involvement below)�  This 
chapter can help you rethink your library service, and if necessary, make plans to change 
it or even shut it down�  

How can those of you who are thinking about establishing a library decide if your 
community really needs one?  You can start by making a list of the information resources 
already available in your community�  Your list might include newspapers, radio, 
community centres, or television�  People are also great resources and your list should 
include people who provide the community with information�  They could be taxi 
drivers or merchants who bring in news from other towns, nurses, pharmacists, older 
community members, extension agents, successful farmers, religious leaders, healers or 
anyone whose opinions are generally respected�  Ask community members who they go 
to with questions about health, agriculture, sewing, child care or family problems�  The 
answers may differ for older and younger people, men and women, and/or richer and 
poorer people�  Remember that people with different educational, ethnic and religious 
backgrounds may also go to different people for help and advice�  Be sure to talk 
with a variety of people to get a complete picture of the information resources in your 
community.   Your community information resource list could be the first item for the 
new library!

The next step is to find out if the information resources you have discovered are meeting 
the community’s needs.  If people are generally satisfied with the information available to 
them, they may not see the point of a library�  Often, however, people do want and need 
additional information that they cannot get from the existing resources�  Sometimes they 
want specialised information, such as the plans for a composting latrine or a solar food 
drier, or specific information, such as the books required by an official school curriculum. 
They may also want entertaining books about other people, places and times (see the list 
of the advantages of a library below)�  

Some people may want new information resources because they feel excluded from 
the existing ones�  For example, women may feel excluded from learning about current 
affairs if men gather to listen to the news on the radio while women are busy preparing 
meals�  Someone who cannot afford a newspaper might also feel excluded�  A library 
can make information available to everyone�  If there are people in your community who 
want information that they cannot currently get, then a library could be a great way to 
meet their needs�  Some of these people could be children who need storybooks, literacy 
students who need basic reading material, extension agents or professionals who need 
technical information, or students and teachers who need textbooks�

Once you have determined that people in your community want and need more 
information, the next step is to make sure that they understand what a library is, how it 
works and how it can benefit them.  People who have never used a library may not know 
all the ways it could help them to get the information they need�  Some people may be 
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confused about the difference between a library and a bookshop�  Others may think that 
library books belong to the librarian, not the community, and/or that they can only be 
used by certain people, such as teachers or professionals�  You may need to explain the 
idea of borrowing and returning books (see Making the Rules below) or other aspects of 
how the library works�

Your first step in educating the community about the library could be to discuss it with 
some of the people it will benefit most directly, such as students, teachers, literacy classes 
and professionals�  Many of them may have used a library at their school, agency or in 
another town�  Those who have not may be quick to embrace the idea once you explain 
it to them�  Ask them to help you promote the library by talking to parents, friends and 
colleagues about the idea�  

If your community has a development committee, or other group that handles decisions 
about what projects get done in the community, be sure to talk to them about the library 
right from the start�  You will need their help�  The library will compete with other 
projects for space, money, time and resources�  If the people who decide how those 
resources are used do not support the library, you will have a very hard time completing 
the project� 

One good way to demonstrate what a library is and build community support for the 
project is to create a public display�  Get together a few interesting books (you may even 
be able to borrow some from community members or bookshops) and display them on a 
shelf in a local shop, church, classroom or other public space�  Ask the person responsible 
for that space to point out the books to people�  You can post information about the 
proposed library near the books with a note to contact you for more information�  When 
people ask what the books are for, explain that these are samples of books they might 
find in a library.  Go on to explain that a library is a place where people can find books 
that will help them with their studies or jobs, or to read for entertainment�  The books in a 
library are not for sale; they belong to the community and people either read them in the 
library or borrow them to read at home�  

After most people have had a chance to look at the books, call a meeting to get the 
community involved in planning the library�   Ask several people to help you organise the 
meeting and/or share their thoughts about the project�  It is important that the community 
thinks of the library as “our project” not as “your project�”  Involving others right from 
the beginning is the best way to make this happen�  At the meeting, start by explaining 
that the purpose of the library is to provide information and services to the community�  
Even people who have seen the books on display may still be unclear about how a library 
works�  Explain that it is a place where people can read, study and research�  It can also 
be a place for classes, story telling, exchanging news and other information�  Librarians 
provide services such as help using the library, answers to technical questions and/or 
information about jobs, resources and education programs�  Libraries can also collect and 
preserve traditional stories and knowledge� Community members may be able to borrow 
the books to make reading more convenient�  You can use a skit, song, poem or puppet 
show to demonstrate how a library works� 
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During your meeting, give examples of the information and services the library could 
offer. If you have found that some people are dissatisfied with the current information 
resources in the community, or are not able to use those resources, be sure to bring that 
up�  Point out that the library may be able to serve their needs by lending them books, or 
through special programs�  Emphasise that a library, like a well, is a shared resource that 
benefits the whole community.  Invite people to discuss how they would use the library, 
the books they would like and any concerns, questions or objections they have�

Here are some of the advantages of a library that you might mention at the meeting:

•	 The library will help students do better in school�
•	 It will give literacy students books to practice reading�
•	 It will bring new information and knowledge into the community�
•	 It can preserve the traditions, stories, music and ideas of the community�
•	 It will be a quiet place to study or hold adult education classes�
•	 It will give extension workers, health care providers and other professionals technical 

information to help them do their jobs better�
•	 It will be a source of entertainment�

It may take several weeks, months or longer to explain the library to the entire 
community, but your efforts will be well rewarded�  Talking with individuals and 
community groups about the library will give you the chance to build awareness and 
support for the project and identify potential obstacles and problems�  Only a well-
informed community can make a responsible decision about starting a library�  Taking 
the time in the beginning to make sure that as many people as possible know about the 
project will also make it easier to publicise the library once it is open�

If, after explaining and promoting the library, you find that there is a lot of community 
support for the project, your next step is to find out how high a priority the library is for 
the community�  So many communities lack running water, health facilities, schools, 
latrines and other basic needs that many people, even the ones who really want more 
information, might prefer to spend their time working on these projects instead of a library�  
Make a list of a few projects, including the library, and ask people to rank them in order 
of importance� Different groups within the community may have different priorities, and 
it is important to get the opinions of a wide variety of people�  The manual Participatory 
Analysis for Community Action (PACA) Training Manual (ICE No� M0053) describes 
several good tools you can use to help groups reach a consensus on their priorities and 
discuss them with other groups�  If most people think that other community projects are 
more important than the library, you might want to postpone the project�  Otherwise, you 
may not be able to get the funds and volunteers you need�  A library belongs to and serves 
the community and will only be successful with strong community support�

If community support for the library is not very great or the key officials are against it, 
there may be good reasons for their concern�  Compared to many other projects, libraries 
are a lot of work�  Unlike a latrine, which requires only basic maintenance after it is built, 
a library requires constant upkeep�  If there are no funds available to hire a librarian, 
volunteers must be recruited to run the library (see Recruiting a Librarian).  They may 
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have to sacrifice other activities to do this.  School officials may not want their teachers 
spending valuable time in the library�  Others may fear that the library will turn people 
away from traditional information sources, such as government, religious and community 
leaders�  New books must be purchased every year and the old ones repaired or people will 
quickly lose interest in the library�  This may take funds away from other projects�  You 
must look long and hard at these possible negative consequences of building the library�  If 
you cannot find a solution to them, or encounter a lot of resistance to the project, you may 
want to consider alternatives to a traditional library�

If you decide that creating a true library is not practical, or if you are considering shutting 
an existing library due to lack of support, what can you do?  One answer is to distribute 
resources throughout the community�  Since the purpose of a library is to support 
education and learning, it makes sense to put books in the hands of the people who are 
working in these fields.  Instead of having a central library open to the public, you may 
want to create specialised “mini-libraries” throughout the community�  For example, you 
might give health books to the head of the clinic, textbooks to teachers, religious books to 
the church, etc. You can ask a local restaurant, bar or shopkeeper if you can put the fiction 
books on a shelf for their clients to read�  Emphasise that this may improve business�  
Distributing the library will at least get the books off the shelves and into the hands of a 
few people�

Another way to bring books to the community without starting a formal library is to 
participate in a book box or mobile library program co-ordinated by a library in another 
community�  In a book box program, a library lends a community a box of 50 or so books�  
The community exchanges the box periodically for a new one�  In a mobile library 
program, books are brought to the community by a book cart, van, truck, bicycle or other 
form of transportation�  This “mobile library” visits the community regularly to lend out 
and pick up books�  Either of these programs can be a great way to get information to the 
community and promote an interest in reading without starting a formal library� 

Action steps:

1� Find out what information resources your community already has�
2. Find out if people are satisfied with these resources.
3� If possible, organise a visit to another successful library�
4� Promote the library by discussing it with community members and leaders� 
5. If desired, create a display to demonstrate how the library will benefit the community.
6� Hold a community meeting to explain the advantages of  the library and to get 

people’s reactions�
7� Find out how high a priority the library is for community members in relation to other 

projects�
8� Decide if you have enough community support to justify continuing with the library�
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CREATING A LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Once you have community support for the library, you will need to form a library 
committee to help you work out a plan�  The committee should represent the people 
the library will serve�  It could include teachers, students, professionals, aid workers, 
community leaders, and others who have an interest in the library�  While it is good to 
have some community leaders on the committee because they add credibility to the project 
and help to get things done, be sure to also include students, mothers, elderly people and 
others whom you want to encourage to use the library�  They need to have a voice on the 
committee to ensure that their needs will not be overlooked�  It is also a good idea to invite 
the people who oppose the library to join the committee, or at least to attend the meetings�  
They may have valid concerns and their participation will make the project better�

You should also consider inviting a government official to advise or serve on the 
committee�  At the very least, you should be aware of the government regulations 
concerning libraries and the government agencies that could help you�  If there is a local 
or regional government library service, they may be able to give you funding, training, 
books or other support, especially if you include them in your plans right from the start�  
Similarly, government agencies concerned with education and publishing may be able 
to help with resources and training�  Sometimes, however, working with government 
agencies can cause delays and a loss of local control over the project�  Be sure to bring 
up these concerns with any officials who get involved and request that the project use 
local labour and involve community members whenever possible�  If this is not the usual 
policy, point out that community involvement will make the library more successful and 
sustainable because people are more likely to use and take care of a library they help to 
plan and build�

Once the committee is formed, you need to decide how you want to structure it�  In most 
committees, the members elect officers: president (sometimes called the chairperson), 
vice president, secretary and treasurer.  The offices may be for one or more years, and one 
of your first tasks should be to decide the length of time (term) of each office.  Setting 
terms makes it possible to honour people who are doing a good job by re-electing them, 
and allows people to leave office gracefully when they no longer wish to serve.  It also 
ensures that the officers change regularly, which gives more people a chance to serve.  
Here are some basic “job descriptions” for the different offices:

The President – is the chief officer of the committee.  He or she runs the meetings, decides 
on the agenda and keeps order�  The president should make sure that discussions keep to the 
point and that everyone has a chance to participate�  He or she works with the committee to 
set policies, recruit librarians, make reports and oversee the finances of the library.

The Vice President – takes over for the president when he or she is not there and does 
any other duties assigned by the committee�
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The Secretary – keeps notes on what happens at all the meetings�  These should include 
who was present, what was discussed and any decisions that were made�  He or she 
should be able to write clearly and summarise discussions�

The Treasurer – is responsible for the library’s finances.  He or she distributes funds 
according to the decisions of the committee and should report all income or expenses to 
the committee (for more information, see Bookkeeping below)�

This committee structure is somewhat rigid, but it has the advantage of clearly defining 
responsibilities.  It is helpful to have written descriptions of the different offices so 
that everyone understands their role�  Your committee can adapt or expand the above 
descriptions as needed�  If this committee structure doesn’t work for your community, 
you can make it more flexible by rotating who runs each meeting and who keeps notes.  It 
is not recommended, however, to rotate the office of the treasurer because keeping track 
of the accounts requires consistent attention over time�  If the person responsible changes 
often, confusion may result and money could be misplaced or mishandled�

Regardless of the committee structure you choose, it is wise to have a set of written 
guidelines that describe how the committee works�  Sometimes these guidelines are called 
a constitution or bylaws�  Their purpose is to make sure that the committee does things in 
a consistent and fair way�  Here is a list of things to consider when writing the guidelines:

•	 How many people should serve on the committee?  It is fine to give a general range, 
such as 12-15�

•	 How will members be selected for the committee?  Will the whole community elect 
them or will they be chosen by someone?  Sometimes, the initial leaders of the library 
project choose or appoint the first committee members who then elect other members.  
If there are certain people you want to always be on the committee, like the librarian, 
head of the school, president of the community development committee or others, 
include that in the guidelines�

•	 How will decisions be made?  Will you try to reach a solution everyone agrees on (a 
consensus) or will you discuss different viewpoints and then vote?  Each method has 
advantages and disadvantages�  Deciding by consensus ensures that everyone agrees, 
but it may take a very long time, and in some cases, it may not be possible�  Voting is 
quick, but people on the losing side may feel dissatisfied. 

•	 How many members of the committee need to be present at a meeting for a decision 
to be official?  This number is called a quorum and it is usually at least half the 
members plus one�  It is important to decide this number because you don’t want only 
one or two members to be able to make decisions for the whole committee�  Pick a 
number that seems reasonable�  If you require too many members to be present, you 
may never have enough to make an official decision.  If you require too few to be 
present, a small group may end up making all the decisions�
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•	 Under what circumstances will members be asked to leave the committee?  For 
example, you might decide that people who miss three meetings in a row will be 
expelled�

•	 Finally, how will changes be made to the committee guidelines?  These rules are not 
meant to be absolute laws�  Leaving outdated or unpractical rules in the guidelines can 
lead to arguments and confusion, so be sure to have a procedure for making changes�

Establishing a library committee and writing the guidelines are major steps toward 
making the library a success!  Having a committee ensures that the library will reflect the 
needs of the community, and writing guidelines ensures that the committee has clear rules 
for action�

Action steps:

1� Discuss all the different kinds of people the library will serve and how you can 
involve them in the committee�

2. Decide how the committee will be structured and the first members selected.
3� Form the committee�
4. Write “job descriptions” for the officers.
5� Write guidelines for committee action�
6. Select the officers according to the guidelines.
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SECTION ONE: HOW DO WE SET UP THE LIBRARY?

Each of the following sections begins with an important “decision point” for the 
committee to discuss�  This is followed by some ideas to help focus and guide your 
discussion� “Action steps,” like those at the end of the previous sections, summarise what 
needs to be done by the committee at each stage of setting up a library� 

INITIAL LOCATION
Decision point: Should we start out with a new building or use an existing one? 
It is wise to start out by locating the library in an existing building� It generally takes 
at least a year to raise money, plan and construct a building�  During this time, people 
may start to lose interest in the project�  By starting small, you can show people how the 
library works and gain their support and confidence before expanding.  Even a single 
shelf in the corner of a classroom or shop is enough to get started�  Choose a place that is 
easy to find near the centre of the community.  If possible, locate the library in a secure 
place (locks on doors and windows or shutters)�  

Many places can be good first locations for the library.  Shops and restaurants can be 
great because there is always someone around to look after the books�  They also increase 
the library’s visibility in the community.  A library in a storage room or office will be 
quieter and may have more room, but someone will have to take time out from other 
activities to open it, and it may be harder to publicise�  If you choose to locate the library 
in a classroom, be sure to make it clear to everyone that the books belong to the whole 
school or community and not just the teacher who uses the classroom�  If other activities, 
such as classes, church services or meetings routinely take place where the library is 
located, this will cut down the amount of time that it is open to the public� However, these 
activities may help to raise awareness of the library�  If the space you decide on is being 
rented by someone, be sure to get permission from the owner as well as the tenant�  If at 
all possible, choose a place with room for later expansion (see Expansion below)�

The amount and type of furniture and shelves you will need depends on the location you 
choose�  A shop or classroom may already have bookshelves and furniture�  A storage 
room probably will not�  For more information about buildings, furniture, equipment and 
other important considerations in planning your library, see Expansion below�

Action steps:

1� Talk with teachers, religious leaders, shopkeepers and others about hosting the library�
2� Visit all the potential locations for the library�
3� Choose the best location�

GETTING MATERIALS
This section discusses what materials you need for the library and how to get them�  
Materials can include books, tapes, posters, magazines, pamphlets newspapers, 
newsletters, games, teaching aids, videos, maps and other items�  Since the vast majority 
of the materials in the library will be books, however, this section focuses primarily 
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on them�  You can use most of the techniques described (especially networking) for 
collecting other materials as well�  Also see Involving the Community a below for 
suggestions on repackaging and creating your own materials� 

Decision point: what kind of books do we need?
You need to get books on subjects of interest to the community.  Your first task, therefore, 
is to find out what people want to know.  You may have already thought about this issue 
when trying to decide if the community needs a library�  Now is the time to think about 
it in more depth�  Since the committee is made up of community members, you can start 
out by asking yourselves what books should go in the library�  But that is not enough�  
You need to go out into the community and ask people what books they want�  What are 
they interested in academically, professionally and personally?  Talk to a wide variety of 
people and try to find potential library users you may have overlooked, such as people 
with illnesses or disabilities�  

If your library is focused on a topic, such as health, or serves a restricted community, 
such as an elementary school, you may be tempted to skip this step�  Don’t�  You can 
really learn a lot by asking people what books they want in the library�  For example, you 
might not think of putting books on animal care in a health library, but a farmer might�  
Since keeping the community animals healthy can lead to better nutrition and sanitation 
for the people, including those books is a good idea�

Some other things you need to consider are the reading levels and languages of the 
library users� How many years of formal education do most people in the community 
have?  How many of your library users are children?  How many are literacy students?  
How can you encourage people who cannot read to use the library?  Can you get picture 
books, books on tape or other materials for non-readers?  What languages do people in 
your community speak?  People often prefer reading in the “local language” or vernacular 
to reading in the national language�  Some community members may only speak/read 
the local language�  If local language materials are scarce, the library should consider 
translating, repackaging or producing materials (see Involving the Community below)�

Once you have made a list of all the subjects, languages and reading levels you need, the 
next step is to rank them according to their importance�  Since you probably cannot get 
every book that someone wants or needs, you will have to decide which ones come first.  
Start by getting general books on the most popular topics before getting more specialised 
materials�  This will help you create a broad collection that appeals to most people�  If 
your library users are mainly students, you could start with a complete set of school 
textbooks�  Reference books such as dictionaries, atlases, encyclopaedias and almanacs 
are expensive, but contain very useful general information.  For novels and other fiction, 
start with children’s books, young adult fiction and basic readers before moving on to 
advanced works that fewer people can read�  Newspapers and magazines (also called 
periodicals) are often the most popular resources in the library� Be sure to keep a list of 
all the suggestions so you can work on filling them over time.
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You should use the information you have gathered to write a “collection policy” that 
states the purpose of your library, whom it serves and the types of materials it collects�  
Many people may be involved in getting books for the library and such a policy will 
ensure that everyone knows which materials are most important to collect�  It may also 
stop them from accepting unwanted or inappropriate books�  Sharing the policy with book 
donors will help them to understand your needs and make more useful donations�  The 
policy should be reviewed and approved by the whole library committee�  You can also 
ask library users and community members to read and comment on it�  Remember that 
it can be changed later on as the library grows, and in fact, it is a good idea to review it 
every year or two�

It is particularly important to try to gather materials that contain a variety of viewpoints 
to the extent that this is culturally appropriate�  For example, if your library contains a 
political commentary about the United States that was published by the U�S� government, 
you might also want to include commentaries by non-governmental sources or people 
living in other countries to give your users several viewpoints�  Providing information 
from a variety of sources is particularly important for religious, cultural, political and 
social commentaries because these works sometimes express the viewpoint of only one 
group or individual�  These topics, however, can be very sensitive, and libraries should 
find out if there are any government regulations regarding what materials they can collect 
before they begin seeking donations�

Action steps:

1� Find out the interests and reading levels of the community members the library will 
serve�

2� Decide which books to focus on collecting�
3� Write a collection policy describing what materials the library would like and what 

materials it cannot use�  Include what the library does with donations that are not 
suitable for the collection (see below)�

Decision point: How can we get books?
Most developing world libraries contain a mixture of books that were donated and books 
that were purchased�  This section addresses donated books and the next sections discuss 
fundraising and buying books�  When reading this section, keep in mind that you do not 
have to accept every book that someone offers to donate� Use the collection policy you 
wrote in the previous section to explain to donors what books you need�  Before adding 
any book to the library, check to make sure that it is accurate and up to date, in good 
condition, on a topic of interest to the community, presents a balanced viewpoint and uses 
an appropriate reading level�  When someone offers to donate an unsuitable book, explain 
firmly but gently why you cannot accept it.  People may be surprised to learn that the 
library has a collection policy, but they are usually happy to follow it once they know�  
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Some libraries accept all donations but sell the books they cannot use�  It is best to tell 
donors up front if the library might not keep their books�  You could include a statement 
in your collection policy saying that the library cannot guarantee that every donation will 
become a permanent part of the library�  Some donors (especially international charities) 
may not want you to sell the books they donate�  In that case, it is especially important to 
be clear about what books you need�

The first place that you should look for book donors is within your own community.  Are 
there school teachers, professionals, church leaders or other members of the community 
who have books they would be willing to donate to the library?  You can find out by 
holding a book drive�  There are many different ways to organise a book drive�  Most 
involve setting aside a special day to collect donations from the community�  Here is a list 
of ideas and incentives you can use to motivate and/or thank book donors:

•	 Have volunteers go from door to door asking for books�  This is a lot of work for the 
volunteers but very convenient for the donors�  It is also a great way to tell people 
more about the project and build a sense of community participation�

•	 Set up a book collection booth in the marketplace�  Use musicians, dancers, colourful 
signs or other methods to get people's attention�

•	 Designate several places around the town where people can drop off book donations 
(this could go on for several days)�

•	 Ask a religious congregation, community organisation or club to collect books for the 
library�

•	 Have a party at the library just for people who donate books�

•	 Give small prizes to book donors�  These could be very inexpensive things like book 
marks made from cloth, paper, bamboo, braided string or other materials�  You may 
need to make a lot of them, so get volunteers to help�

•	 Give each donor the chance to win a prize.  See the instructions for raffles under 
Raising Funds below�

•	 Thank book donors by writing their names inside the books they donate�  A nice way 
to do this is by using "book plates," which are paper labels you fill out and glue onto 
a blank page�  If making or buying book plates is not possible, you can make a rubber 
stamp saying "This book was donated by…" or simply ask someone with attractive 
handwriting to write the donor's name in the book�
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Figure 1: Sample book plate 

 

No matter how you organise it, the key to a successful book drive is publicity�  Be sure to 
tell people weeks in advance about the book drive and any prizes or rewards you will give 
away�  Then remind them often�  Here are some ways you can publicise the book drive:

•	 Announce it in all the neighbourhoods of the community and/or the market�
•	 Ask teachers to announce it at school and/or send notes home for parents�
•	 Ask religious leaders to mention it at services�
•	 Put up posters or notices (these should be colourful and very clearly written)�
•	 Announce it in the newspaper or on the radio�
•	 Send out special invitations to people who may have a lot of books to give�

A successful book drive will demonstrate to book donors from outside the community 
that the community really cares about the library�  Be sure to remind people that they 
benefit twice by donating to the library – they get the pleasure of reading the books they 
donated in the library and the pleasure of sharing them with others!

NETWORKING
By holding the book drive and forming the library committee, you have already prepared 
the way for the next step in getting book donations – networking.  Networking means 
finding and contacting people and organisations that can help the library. You should 
start by making a list of all the people in your own community who have connections 
to organisations that publish materials on interesting subjects (see the list below for 
examples of organisations)�  Ask them to request a donation from their organisation 
on behalf of the library�  If they are unable to help, ask if there is someone else in the 
organisation you could talk with� Also ask if they can suggest other organisations that 
could donate books�  

As you search for book donations, be sure to find out about other ways the organisations 
you contact could help the library (e�g� training, funding, advice or more contacts)�  
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Networking is like a squash vine – it starts out with one or two shoots but soon covers the 
whole garden�  If everyone on the committee makes a few contacts, you will soon have 
supporters covering the area�

Eventually, your networking will lead you to connections outside the community�  You 
may hear about organisations in the next town or a distant city that have materials you 
need�  If at all possible, arrange for a representative from the community to visit these 
organisations in person to request books�  Visiting them makes it possible to look at their 
materials and select what the library needs�  

The representative could be a member of the library committee, a community member 
who now lives in another town, a foreign aid worker or extension agent (such as a Peace 
Corps or United Nations volunteer – see below), a taxi driver, a merchant or anyone 
else who travels often�  Give the representative a copy of the collection policy and make 
sure that he or she can explain the project clearly and knows exactly what materials are 
needed�  He or she may have to choose from a variety of publications and should know 
enough about the library to make good decisions�  Though it may be tempting to take 
whatever an organisation has to offer, the representative should leave behind materials 
that are clearly useless for the library (damaged, old, incompatible language, reading 
level or subject)�  You do not want to waste valuable shelf space on useless books!  That 
will only discourage people from using the library�

Writing to an organisation to ask for a list of their publications before going to visit can 
save time and money�  There is no point in visiting an organisation that does not have any 
materials you need�  In the letter, be sure to explain that the materials are for a library and 
that you would like them to be donated�  Ask them to include a list of prices if donations are 
not possible�  Also ask for some general information about their organisation�  Pamphlets 
and brochures about different organisations are a great thing to keep in the library�  

The following list of groups that could help your library will give you some ideas to 
guide your networking:

Other libraries – ask them where they got their books.  One of the first things you should 
do once you decide to start a library is talk with other librarians to get their advice�  They 
have faced many of the same challenges that you are now facing and can give you a lot 
of help and support�  By sharing contacts, you can help each other build stronger libraries 
and lay the groundwork for collaboration�  Almost all countries have a national library 
and the librarian there should be able to tell you about government services for libraries, 
such as the national library service (if your country has one)�  Also contact any school or 
public libraries in your area�

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs)  – these are also called aid, non-profit or relief 
organisations�  They can be local, regional, national, or international�  Their programs 
usually specialise in one or two areas such as health, women in development, education, 
agriculture, the environment or other development issues�  Literacy programs may be 
particularly helpful for libraries�  There is a lot of variety in the scope and focus of NGOs, 
as well as their budgets�  Many NGOs publish materials designed for extension workers 
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and community volunteers�  They will often give free copies to a library�  Some NGOs even 
have library support programs and may offer books and training�  Others have their own 
libraries that you should visit�  Ask the librarians for information about free materials they 
have received from other NGOs and book donation programs�  See the Resource Guide at 
the back of this manual for more information about organisations supporting libraries�

Government branches – these can be called ministries, departments, agencies, services, 
councils, commissions or other names�  They can be local, regional and/or national�  
Many government branches publish free materials�  They may each have their own 
information offices or publication units or there may be a central government printing 
office.  Sometimes the printing office produces a catalogue from which you can order 
the materials you want�  Government extension agents or other government employees 
should be able to help you get the materials you need, but remember that they may not 
be aware of publications produced by other branches of the government�  If you don’t get 
what you need from one branch, it is a good idea to try another�

Foreign governmental agencies – The governments of most developed countries have 
foreign aid programs that fund a wide variety of projects�  A lot of foreign aid money 
goes directly to developing world governments, but some of it also goes to NGOs and 
grass-roots projects�  Foreign government programs such as Peace Corps (United States) 
and Voluntary Service Overseas (Britain) send trained volunteers to live and work in a 
developing country�  These volunteers can be a great source of information about NGOs, 
government programs, book donation and their home countries�  These organisations 
generally have an office in the capital, but the volunteers may be posted in communities 
throughout the country�

Publishers – they will sometimes give away damaged books or books that are not selling 
well�  Be careful to inspect these books closely�  Sometimes the damage is very minor, 
such as the wrong colours on the cover, but other times entire sections are blurry or 
missing.  For books that are not selling well, try to find out why.  Sometimes useful books 
on agriculture or health don’t sell because they were not marketed well or because too 
many copies were made�  Other times, books don’t sell because they are poorly written 
or badly made�  Even if you cannot get publishers to donate books, ask for a discount�  
They will usually reduce the price for libraries�  When you buy materials published 
domestically, you help support the local publishing industry�   See the Resource Guide for 
more information about finding local publishers.

Bookshops – like publishers, bookshops will sometimes donate damaged or left over 
books.  They can also tell you where to find local publishers and may even be able to 
order materials for you from abroad�  Be sure to ask for discounts�  You could also put a 
sign in the library with information about bookshops that donate materials�  This might 
lead to new business for the shops and encourage them to help you�

Universities – can offer many kinds of help to libraries.  First, the university library may 
receive donated books from overseas�  If this is the case, ask if they have received any 
children’s books or other materials more appropriate for your library than theirs�  They 
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might also be able to request that books for your library be included in the next shipment 
they receive�  Once again, do not take anything you do not really need�  Second, the 
university librarian may be able to give you valuable advice about running the library or 
training a librarian.  If there is a library science program at the university, be sure to find 
out what it costs and if they have any scholarships and/or distance learning programs�  
Perhaps one of the students would even be willing to help you organise your library as 
a school project, or you might spend a few days volunteering in the university library to 
learn about procedures�  At the very least, ask if the librarian would be willing to answer 
your technical questions when they come up�

Library associations – are professional organisations for librarians.  More and more 
developing countries have national library associations that promote the profession 
and help librarians share their knowledge and concerns�  These associations often print 
newsletters and organise conferences to help librarians keep up with new developments�  
The library association might be willing to print an article about your library in its 
newsletter�  They may also keep a list of book donation programs in the country�  If there 
is no library association in your area, consider asking one of the national or international 
library associations for help with setting one up�

Library networks – libraries often form networks to share information and improve 
services to users�  These networks can be regional, national or international and often focus 
on a particular type of information, such as health or appropriate technology�  You should 
contact the library network in your area and find out about the costs and benefits of joining.  
Member libraries often receive subscriptions to journals and/or electronic databases�  

Cultural centres – many developed countries (especially the U.S.A., France and 
Germany) have cultural centres in developing countries�  They are generally staffed and 
funded by the governments of the developed countries�  These centres often include 
libraries, which are interesting to visit, and may have free materials about the country 
they represent�  The United States Information Service (USIS), for example, maintains 
cultural centres in some countries that give away posters and books about United 
States and sell inexpensive basic English books for new readers (check with the U�S� 
embassy for more information)�  Cultural centres may also have information about study 
abroad programs, scholarships and distance learning (courses taken electronically or by 
mail)�  Be careful of getting propaganda (materials that give a one-sided picture of the 
sponsoring country – see Getting Materials above)�

Embassies – depending on security issues, embassies may or may not be open to the 
general public�  United States embassies can provide you with information about USIS 
(see above) and Project Handclasp�  If you have trouble getting into the U�S� embassy, 
it may be easier to ask an American Peace Corps Volunteer about embassy programs�  
Similarly, you may need to ask French, German or other aid workers about their 
embassy’s programs�
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Religious authorities – if your community requested religious materials, try asking 
missionaries or religious authorities (e�g� imams, priests, rabbis, ministers, etc�) if they 
can get you donations�  They are generally happy to help�

SOME FACTS ABOUT BOOK DONATION PROGRAMS
There is a lot of confusion about how these programs work�  To avoid frustration and 
disappointment, it is important to understand where book donation programs get their 
books and how they operate before you approach them for help�  Most international book 
donation programs get their books from publishers, school systems and/or individuals�  
Publishers generally give them books they can’t sell� This could mean hundreds of copies 
of one book or a few copies of several books�  Individuals and school systems give them 
used and sometimes worn-out materials�  

The book donation programs then sort out the useful books�  Even when they have strict 
guidelines about what materials they accept, donation programs still get a lot of books 
they cannot use� A few donation programs allow librarians to choose which materials they 
receive from a catalogue, but most choose the books for you based on the information 
you supply about what you need�  In most cases, it is hard to predict exactly what you 
will receive�  For example, some libraries have received entirely useless donations (one 
even got a whole box of city sewage plans), but others have received beautiful new 
children’s books�  Requesting a book donation from overseas is always a gamble and you 
should know that you may wait months and spend a lot of money on customs or postage 
only to be disappointed by what you receive�

Once the books are collected by the donation programs, they must, of course, be shipped 
overseas� The great majority of book donation programs ship books in sea containers that 
hold around twenty thousand volumes�  They may ask the recipient library to pay for part 
or all of the shipping costs and customs charges�  It can cost a library thousands of dollars 
to get one of these shipments and the library must generally give the donor organisation 
the money before it will ship the books�  This is obviously impossible for small libraries�  

Some book donors that ship books by sea container have partner organisations or field 
offices overseas.  In this case, the book donor organisation usually has funding to ship 
one or two containers per year to their partner organisation, which is then responsible for 
distributing the books to libraries�  

Partner organisations have different ways of distributing books�  Sometimes, it is possible 
for librarians to select books from the partner organisation’s warehouse�  This enables 
librarians to choose the books that they want�  Other times, the partner organisation charges a 
membership fee that entitles libraries to get a certain number of books per year�  In this case, 
the partner organisation usually chooses the books for the library�  Libraries should ask to see 
samples of the books and talk to other libraries in the program before buying a membership�  
As mentioned above, the quality of books can vary a lot from one program to another�  
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Another consideration is that getting books from foreign donation programs can actually 
harm the publishers and book sellers in your own country�  When free books from 
overseas are “dumped” in a country, it makes it harder for publishers to sell the books 
they produce�  Since local publishers are generally your only source for local language 
materials, books by local authors, and textbooks designed for your country’s school 
curriculum, it is in your interest to support them as much as possible�  A library that only 
has donated books from abroad cannot give its readers books that are produced by, for 
and about their own country�

What useful books can you get from foreign donation programs?  Donation programs 
are good sources for reference book such as dictionaries, atlases, almanacs and 
encyclopaedias�  These are very expensive to produce and purchase and may not be 
available in your country.  Ask for ones that are no more than five years old (ten for the 
dictionaries).  Donation programs may also have classic fiction by foreign authors, books 
about other countries, children’s books, books on tape, CD ROMs (see Computers below)  
and back runs of interesting magazines like National Geographic (which seems to be 
popular almost everywhere because of its beautiful pictures)�  If you select these types 
of materials in the reading levels you need, you should get good results�  You should be 
cautious about requesting used school textbooks because you may not be able to get a 
complete set, they won’t be published with your country in mind, and they may be very 
outdated.  Similarly, technical manuals that are not produced specifically for developing 
countries often require tools and equipment you cannot get�  It is better to request these 
materials from NGOs in your own country (see above)�

Finally, if you are unable to find an organisation in your own country that distributes 
donated books from abroad, you can write to international organisations. Be as specific 
as possible about what you need.  Far too often, book request letters give no specific 
information about the library, community or the materials needed�  This makes it 
impossible for the book donation organisations to do a good job of helping the requestor�  
The donation organisation may respond by asking the requestor for more information, 
which causes delays, or they may not respond at all�  In your book request letters, always 
include information about the size, type and purpose of the library, the community it 
serves and the subjects, languages and reading levels you need�  It is even a good idea to 
include a school syllabus and list of specific titles. 

Make sure that you also speak with the post office before requesting books to find out 
how much, if anything, it will cost you to receive them�  In some countries, the customs 
charges may be so high that you cannot afford to request books from abroad�  Be sure 
to ask the postmaster if the post office will waive the customs charges for humanitarian 
aid.  The post office may have very strict rules about how the books must be labelled, 
addressed and/or packaged in order for the charges to be waived (e�g� they may waive 
them if the books are sent to the library, but not if they are sent to the librarian)�  Your 
book request letters should include any specific instructions for mailing donations.
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Also send a thank you letter to the donors when you receive the materials� Be sure to 
mention which books were the most helpful�  If you get books you really can’t use, it 
is good to let the donors know�  This will help the donors to improve their programs in 
the future�  Some organisations complain that they never know if the books they send 
are truly helpful�  If the books are not what you need, explain the problem to the donors� 
They may tell you that your request was not clear (this will help you to write a better 
one next time), or they may even send you more appropriate books�  It can be hard to tell 
someone who has given you a gift that there is a problem with it, but if done gently and 
politely, the donors will appreciate the information�

Action steps:

1� Recruit people to help collect books for the library�
2� Hold a book drive�
3� Identify and contact organisations that can help the library (networking)�
4� Ask the organisations about book donations and other services for libraries�
5� Visit local distributors of donated books (see Resource Guide)�

BUDGETING
Decision point:  How do we know how much money to raise?

To be truly successful and sustainable, your library must have some funding for books 
and other expenses.  While donated books can be a significant part of the library’s 
collection, the only way to get many of the books most relevant, important and interesting 
to the community is to buy them�  As mentioned above, buying books also supports local 
publishers and booksellers�  You may also need money to buy supplies, construct and 
maintain a building, pay a librarian or for special programs at the library�  To guide your 
fundraising, you need to have a budget�  A budget is a list of all the library’s projected 
expenses (costs) and all of its income�  There are many types of budgets, but the one 
that you will probably find most useful is called a line-item budget.  It lists an amount of 
money for each type of expense or income�  Here is an example:

Figure 2: Sample budget

1999 Library Budget

Expenses:    Income:
New books $200�00    Fines $25�00
Supplies $30�00    Donations $150�00
Building Maintenance $60�00    Party $75�00
Postage $30�00    Raffle $100�00

Total $320�00 $350�00

Your budget may be more or less complicated than this one depending on the library’s 
income and expenses (see Bookkeeping below)�  In this sample budget, the income is slightly 
greater than the expenses, which means that the library will have a little extra money in case 
of a problem�  This is a good way to plan, but might not be possible in reality�
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How do you develop the budget?  First, make a list of all your expenses�  If the library is 
just getting started, try to imagine everything it will need for one year and then research 
the cost for each item�  If the library is a few years old, you can start by looking at what 
was spent in past years�  The treasurer or another committee member should make an 
initial list of expenses for the committee to discuss and either accept or change�  Add the 
amounts for each item to find the total amount of money the committee will need to raise.  
If the amount seems too high, you may need to lower some costs�  If it seems too low, you 
can add money to different items or save the extra in case you run into problems�  

The budget is meant to be a guide, not a firm rule, and the committee can decide to 
change it as needed.  Changes are very common in the first few years when you are still 
learning what it costs to run the library and how much money you can realistically raise�  
In fact, you should read the next section about fundraising before you begin making your 
budget because it will help you to decide if your budget is realistic�

Action Steps:

1� Make a list of the library’s expenses for one year�
2� Make a list of possible fundraising events (see next section)�
3� If the income from the fundraising is enough to cover the expenses, then go ahead 

with your plan�
4� If not, look for new fundraising ideas and/or try to cut back your expenses�

RAISING FUNDS
Once you have a general idea of how much money you need, you are ready to start 
planning to fundraise (of course, sometimes libraries get a grant for a certain amount of 
money, which they then have to decide how to spend)�  

Raising money is one of the most important jobs of the library committee�  In a very 
practical sense, the success of the library depends on the success of the fundraising�  Here 
are some tips to make your fundraising more successful:

1� Demonstrate that the library committee is responsible and trustworthy by reporting 
to the community how past donations were spent (see Evaluation below for 
suggestions)�

2� Involve as many people in the fundraising as possible�  People are more likely 
to make donations when asked by their friends or family than when asked a by a 
stranger�  You may wish to form a “friends of the library” club (see Involving the 
Community below)�

3� Be focused�  If you want to raise money for books, make a list of which books�  
People prefer to give money when they know exactly how it will be used�

4� Set realistic goals�  It is better to beat a small goal than fall short of a large one�

5� Keep track of who contributes�  People who give once are more likely to give again�
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6� Don’t ask the same people for money in the same way too often�  Use a variety of 
approaches�

7� Always thank every donor!

Here are some ideas for fundraising events:

Raffles – are a simple way to turn one donation into many.  The basic idea is to sell 
people chances to win a prize�  The more the prize is worth, the more people will be 
willing to pay for the chance to win it�

Example:   Maria donates a dress for the library raffle.  The library committee sets 
up a table at the market and sells people raffle tickets (slips of paper on which 
they write down their name and address)�  The tickets are stored in a closed box or 
bag until the end of the day when the winner is chosen by pulling out one ticket�

Auctions – ask people in the community to donate goods or services (e.g. repairing a roof).  
Then “auction off” the donations�  Each person who wants to buy an auction item must offer 
a higher price than the one before� Whoever offers the highest price for an item buys it�

Dances or Parties – try to get musicians or someone with a good collection of recorded 
music (a DJ) to provide free music and/or someone to donate food and drinks�  You can 
charge people a small fee to get into the party, and you will also make money on the food 
and drinks�

Sell school supplies – libraries in communities where school supplies are not readily 
available sometimes sell them to make money.  This requires money to buy the first group 
of supplies�  If there are already people selling school supplies in your community, try to 
think of something else you could sell like cookies, drinks or other items�  Children in the 
United States commonly sell candy to raise money for school trips�

Church collections – if your church or other religious institution regularly takes a 
collection from the congregation, you can ask them to make a second collection for the 
library�

Solicitations – ask people to make donations to the library.  The donations do not have 
to be money�  In many places, it might be easier for people to give some of their crops 
at harvest time or donate crafts/goods they sell�  The library committee can either sell, 
auction or raffle off these donations for money.  They may also be able to use them to pay 
the librarian (see Recruiting a Librarian below)�  Some community members who work 
or study in distant places may only return for special holidays or festivals and you may 
therefore want to ask for donations or hold a fundraising event during these times�

Grants – some NGOs and/or governmental organisations will give money to a library.  
This is called a grant�  Each donor organisation generally has its own application forms 
and guidelines.  It is best to write them a brief letter (or better yet, visit their offices) 
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explaining the project and asking for an application�  If you have an American Peace 
Corps Volunteer or other aid worker in your community, they can sometimes work with 
you to get grants to help with a project�  Since the process of applying for a grant can be 
very long and complicated, make sure you contact someone at the donor organisation 
to find out if your project qualifies before filling out all the forms.  It is best to talk with 
someone at the organisation in person to get their advice about the process before you 
begin�  If possible, also talk with someone who has received a grant from the donor�

Library twinning – there are a few organisations that can match your library with a 
partner library in another country�  Your partner may be willing to send you books or raise 
money to help support your library�

A library garden – if you live in a farming community, perhaps someone on the library 
committee or in the community would let you use a piece of land to raise crops for the 
library�  This is a lot of work, but can potentially be a great source of income�  Finding 
people to work the land may be difficult.  The library committee should take a leading 
role in volunteering their time�  During planting and harvesting, the whole committee can 
work together�  When there is not as much work, you can rotate the responsibilities�  In 
urban areas, try planting a courtyard garden�  You could even grow peppers, tomatoes or 
herbs in pots on a rooftop, porch or balcony�

Sporting events – ask players or teams to hold a match and charge people a small sum to 
come and watch�

Performances  – you could put on play, puppet show, story telling session, concert, 
reading by a local author or other performance at the library and charge people to attend�  
You could also rent out the library to groups, such as a band, who wish to put on a 
performance or hold an event there�

Movies – if your library is able to get a VCR or film projector, you can have movie 
nights�  Charge an admission fee and sell drinks and snacks�

Book sale – sell the books that can no longer be used in the library (see Weeding below)�

Haircuts – ask a local hairdresser to donate his or her time and spend a day giving 
haircuts/styling at the library�  This is really fun and may encourage some people to visit 
the library who have never been there before�

Fees/fines – this is a very important issue.  Some libraries decide to charge a yearly 
membership fee and/or to charge fines when books are not returned on time (see 
Circulation below)�  While this may bring in money for the library, it may also prevent 
some people from using it� This is an issue the committee will need to discuss at length 
before deciding (see Making the Rules below)�

Using the list above, and your own creativity, the committee should make a list of 
fundraising events you plan to do�  For each one, list how much money you expect to 
raise�  Remember that you may need to purchase supplies or pay people to help with 
some of the fundraising�  You will need to plan very carefully to make sure that you don’t 
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spend more on these fundraising events than you can raise�  In reality, it is very hard to 
predict how much money you will make from a fundraising event until you do it a few 
times�  You should therefore plan on more fundraising events than you think you actually 
need in case some do not work out�

Now that you have your list of expenses and your list of fundraising, how do they match 
up?  Does it look like you can raise enough money to cover all of your expenses?  If 
not, can you cut out some of the expenses or increase your fundraising?  If you do not 
realistically have enough money to pay for everything, the committee will have to choose 
which things are the most important.  Too often, the first expense that libraries cut is new 
books�  Before doing that, remember that new books are what keep people coming into 
the library�  Without them, your level of community support will drop, which means that 
people will be less likely to help with fundraising or make donations to the library�  The 
more interesting the books in the library, the more people will be willing to pay to keep it 
open (see Community Involvement below)�

Action steps:

1� Recruit as many volunteers as possible to help with fundraising�
2� Select fundraising events from the list above or create your own�
3� Set goals for each fundraising event (how much you want to raise and why)�
4� Report back to the community how much you raised and how it was spent�

BOOKKEEPING
Decision point:  How should the committee keep track of the library’s finances?
The librarian and the library committee must work together to safeguard the money raised 
by the library and keep clear records of how it is used�  You have a responsibility to the 
community and the donors to use their contributions wisely and they will want to know 
how they were spent�

One of the first questions you must decide is where to keep the money raised by the 
library. The best place is in a bank account or an account at the post office.  There are two 
types of accounts:

Current or Checking accounts – when you open a chequing account, you receive blank 
cheques that you can use to pay for purchases.  The bank will explain how to fill them out.  
You will need to keep track of how much money is in the chequing account at all times so 
that you don’t accidentally write a cheque for more money than you have in the account�  
If you do, the bank will not honour the cheque and you will be charged a fine.  Checking 
accounts are very convenient because you do not have to go to the bank in person to get 
money and cheques can be sent through the mail (never send cash through the mail)� 
However, the bank may charge a small fee for each cheque and generally does not pay 
interest (see below)�  In some rural areas, people may be unwilling to accept cheques�

Savings accounts – when you open a savings account, some banks start a passbook for the 
account that shows how much money is in it at all times�  Some banks keep the passbook 
and others ask you to bring it when you visit the bank�  Money can only be removed 
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from a savings account in person�  Some banks pay a small amount of money each month 
to savings account holders�  This is called interest, and it is one of the advantages of a 
savings account�  The main disadvantage of this kind of account is that you must pay for 
everything in cash�  It is more dangerous to carry around cash than cheques�

In order to open a bank account, you must decide who will have the authority to take 
out money on behalf of the library (anyone who knows the account number can deposit 
money)�  Generally, the treasurer and/or president can take out money�  Requiring both of 
them to sign for the money improves security, but it can be very inconvenient – especially 
for savings accounts� 

To open an account, the person or people who will have signing authority must bring the 
money and their identification papers to the bank.  Often, a passport or other document 
with a photo is required.  The bank clerks will help them fill out the necessary forms.  
They will probably have to present their identification papers each time they withdraw 
money at the bank (shops may also want to see identification before accepting a cheque).  
In some countries, you can also get an account at the post office, which may be more 
convenient than the bank�

If you live in a place where political instability or other factors make it undesirable to 
keep the library’s money in a bank, you will need to find another solution.  A strong 
box with a good lock will generally discourage most thieves, even more so if the box is 
hidden from view�  If someplace in the community has a safe, such as a shop, a church or 
an NGO, they may be willing to let you use it�  In general, your chances of avoiding theft 
will be greatest if only a few people know where the money is kept�  

One disadvantage of not having a bank account is that it may be impossible for your 
library to receive money from foundations or organisations outside the country�  These 
organisations prefer to send money via bank transfer, but they may be willing to send 
the money through the post office or a third party, such as a local NGO, when justified.  
Another disadvantage is that it is harder to order books by mail without a checking 
account�  You will have to purchase a cashier’s cheque, money order or similar form 
of guaranteed payment each time you wish to place an order by mail (never send cash 
through the mail)�  You may also be able to use UNESCO or British Council book 
coupons to order books from foreign publishers�  

Once you have decided where you will store the library’s funds, you will need to set up a 
system for keeping track of them�  Keeping good records will allow you to report to the 
community, see if you are within your budget, plan your budget for next year, show your 
donors how their money was spent, know what equipment or furniture the library owns, 
and know at all times how much money the library has� The easiest way to keep track of 
these funds is to record all of the library’s deposits and purchases by date�  After each entry, 
record the total amount left in the account�  This is called a balance sheet�  You can buy 
special notebooks called ledgers for recording this information or make your own�  Here is 
an example of all the income and expenses for a small library for the month of January:
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Figure 3: Sample balance sheet

Date Description Expense Income Balance
 1 Jan� 1997 Benefit party (this money was 

used to open the account)
$200�00 $200�00

10 Jan� 1999 Books from the Book Corner $98�50 $101�50
12 Jan� 1999 Tape, pens, stamp pad from 

Ahmed’s shop
$15�00 $86�50

13 Jan 1999 Donation from the literacy club $20�00 $106�50
17 Jan 1999 Candles and Kerosene $3�00 $103�50
20 Jan 1999 Desk and four chairs from Mr� 

Finch, the carpenter�
$70�00 $36�50

25 Jan 1999 Dictionary from the Book 
Corner

$20�00 $16�50

27 Jan 1999 Sale of donated corn $65�00 $81�50

In addition to keeping a balance sheet, you should also save the receipts for all the 
purchases you make�  You can use the receipts to verify how the money was spent and 
correct any errors made when entering the numbers in the balance sheet�  If necessary, 
the library committee can always check a receipt by talking to the person who issued it�  
Most shops will automatically provide a printed receipt�  If they do not, be sure to ask for 
one�  Within your community, people may not be used to giving receipts�  In that case, a 
simple hand-made receipt is fine.  Here is a sample:

Figure 4: Sample receipt 

I (name) received (the amount of money) from (the library) for (list 
the good or services) on (date)�

(signature)

For example:

I, Mr� Finch, received $70�00 from the community library for one 
table and four chairs on 20 January, 1997�

Edward Finch

Often, the librarian is responsible for recording all the income and expenses of the library, 
and the treasurer is responsible for actually writing cheques and making the bank deposits 
and withdrawals�  It is a good idea to have two different people responsible for keeping 
the records and getting the money from the bank�  The following examples show why:

Example 1:  The library holds a big fundraising event�  The treasurer collects all of the 
money and takes it to the bank�  Then he or she records the amount deposited in the 
record book�  Since no one but the treasurer knows how much money was raised, what 
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is to stop the treasurer from taking some money and depositing the rest?  If, however, 
someone else records each donation (or better yet, gives people receipts for their 
donations and keeps a carbon copy of the receipts for the library), then there will be a 
record of how much money was raised and everyone will know if some of it is missing�

Example 2:  The librarian takes out $50�00 from the bank account, but only records 
taking out $30�00�  He or she spends $30�00 on supplies for the library and $20�00 on a 
new outfit.  If no one but the librarian is responsible for the bank account and the record 
book, he or she may never get caught�  If, however, the treasurer has to go to the bank to 
get the money for the librarian, then the librarian will have to account for the total amount 
to the treasurer�

These examples are not meant to imply that the librarian or anyone on your library 
committee is dishonest�  They simply show that when all the records and the money are 
in the hands of the same person, there is no way to verify that the money is being handled 
responsibly.  Someone could be a dishonest, or they might not – there is no way to tell.  
You want your accounting system to clearly show the community and your donors that 
their money was used for the library�  It is therefore in your interest to have two different 
people responsible for keeping records and signing at the bank�

Action steps:

1� Set up a bank or postal account�
2� Keep records of all the library’s income and expenses�
3� Save receipts from purchases�
4� Clearly divide responsibilities between the treasurer and the librarian�

BUYING BOOKS
Decision point: where should we buy books?
Once you have raised the funds, there are several ways you can buy books�  The most 
direct way is to buy them at the nearest bookshop�  This gives you the opportunity to look 
at the books and to try to negotiate a discount for the library�  It also supports your local 
bookseller�  Some countries also have book fairs where you can choose books from many 
different publishers and booksellers�  Sometimes, you can buy the books used as displays 
during the fair for a good price on the last day�

If you do not have the time or money to go to a bookshop, you may be able to order 
materials directly from publisher�  Note that commercial publishing houses are only one 
type of publisher – many NGO’s and government agencies also publish useful materials.  
Some publishers may send you a free catalogue of their books and an order form with 
instructions for paying�  Within your country, you can pay by cheque or bank draft (see 
Bookkeeping above for more information about bank accounts)�  For international orders, 
you can generally use an international money order or bank draft if these are available 
from banks in your country�  If not, UNESCO and the British Council have coupons that 
you can use to pay for books from countries in Europe and the United States�  
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In some countries, you may be able to find a “book jobber” or purchasing agent.  These 
are companies that charge a fee to order books for libraries and schools�  They are 
very convenient because they can get books from many publishers and usually handle 
the currency and shipping issues, resulting in a better selection and less paperwork�  
Purchasing agents may also be able to supply you with inexpensive catalogue cards for 
the books you order (see Organising the Materials below)�  You will have to decide if the 
time and effort you save by using a purchasing agent is worth the fee they charge� 

Selecting books to order by mail can be hard�  Publisher’s catalogues are designed to sell 
books and you should keep that in mind when reading them�  Their book descriptions, 
when present, are sometimes vague�  Book reviews are one of the best sources of 
information about new books�  Reviews are detailed evaluations of books written by 
independent reviewers.  You can find book reviews in  newspapers, magazines and 
newsletters from other libraries, library organisations and NGOs�  Bibliographies, 
such as the one at the back of this book, are lists of books on a specific topic.  Some 
bibliographies contain descriptions (these are called annotated bibliographies) and others 
just list the title, author and publishing information�  Be careful to check the publication 
dates on books listed in bibliographies to avoid getting out of date materials�  Sometimes 
books or articles contain a list of additional reading�  These lists are generally books 
recommended by the author�

Whenever you order books by mail or through a purchasing agent, be sure to keep a 
record of what you ordered, the date you ordered it and the price�  When you receive 
the books, check them against your records to make sure that everything is correct�  
Immediately notify the supplier of any problems with the order and return any damaged 
books�  As mentioned above, keep all receipts from booksellers, publishers and/or 
purchasing agents for your records (see Bookkeeping below)�

Action Steps:

1� Visit local booksellers and book fairs�
2� Write to publishers for catalogues� 
3� Consider using a purchasing agent to handle your orders�
4� Read book reviews in newspapers, newsletters and magazines�
5� Check the books you have for useful bibliographies�
6� Keep records of all your orders and purchases�
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RECRUITING A LIBRARIAN
Decision point:  Who should run the library?
Before you begin searching for a librarian1, you must decide if the position will be paid 
and what skills and qualities the librarian should have� Now that you have made a budget, 
you should know how much of a salary, if anything, the library can afford to pay�  In 
some countries, the ministry of education or the national library service will pay part or 
all of a librarian’s salary.  If this is not the case in your country, and you find that a salary 
is more than your library can afford, you won’t be alone�  Many community libraries are 
run by volunteers�  Even though you may not be able to pay the librarian a salary, perhaps 
you can pay him or her in other ways�  Some communities thank librarians by supplying 
their lunches or dinners while they are working.  Others help them with their fields or 
household chores or give them a portion of the year’s harvest or goods they produce�  
Perhaps you could also honour the librarian with a ceremony or certificate of recognition.

Whether the librarian is paid or not, be sure to choose someone with the right qualities 
for the job�  The librarian is the most important link between the community and the 
library and will do more than anyone to build (or destroy) support for the project�  As 
a result, one of most important consideration in choosing a librarian is how well he or 
she works with people�  A good librarian must be cheerful and patient when answering 
questions (even for the hundredth time) and enthusiastic about reading� He or she should 
enjoy helping people and serving the community�  The librarian should also be good at 
explaining things clearly�

Another important consideration is how much time the librarian will have to work in the 
library.  Obviously, people who work full time or have fields to farm will not have much 
time to open the library�  If the library is in the home or shop of someone who is there 
during the day, this will increase the number of hours it is open�  However, if most of the 
community is occupied during the day, it may be more important to have the library open 
in the evenings or on days of rest�  In this case, a volunteer who works during the day but 
is willing to open the library after school or in the evening may work just fine.

Besides being patient and cheerful and having time, there are several other qualities a 
librarian should have�  The librarian must be well-organised and pay attention to details�  
He or she must be competent at basic math and responsible with money�  It is very 
helpful, but not necessary, for the librarian to have experience teaching literacy classes 
or working with children�  It is a good idea to choose someone who is respected in the 
community and self-confident because librarians sometimes face criticism or jealousy 
from some community members�  

Before you begin searching for a librarian, you should write a “job description�” It should 
list all of the duties and responsibilities of the librarian, as well as the skills required� 
Creating such a description will help people to decide whether or not they want the job�  It 

1 This manual uses the term “librarian” for anyone who runs a community library�  In some areas, only 
people who have completed a university degree or special training program in library science are called 
librarians�  You may wish to use the title “library coordinator,” “community information specialist” or a 
similar title if the person who runs your library does not have formal library science training�
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will also help the library committee to choose the best person for the job by defining what 
skills and qualities they need to look for in the candidates�  Here is a sample job description:

Description: The Yikpa Community Librarian reports directly to the library 
committee and is responsible for the day to day management of the library�  His 
or her responsibilities include: opening and closing the library on time, explaining 
and enforcing the library’s rules, helping readers to find books, organising the 
books in a clear and consistent way, taking inventory, purchasing new books, 
repairing books, tracking down overdue or missing books, helping the committee 
with fundraising and running community programs�

Skills needed:  the librarian must be patient and cheerful, literate, numerate, well-
organised, self-motivated and enjoy helping people�

Once you have written the job description, you are ready to begin recruiting a librarian�  
You can advertise the job by word of mouth, by posting notices in local schools and 
shops and/or by putting a notice in the newspaper�  If you have enough money to pay a 
salary, you will probably have plenty of applicants.  If you need to find a volunteer, here 
are some possibilities:

Teachers – if the library is in a school, sometimes teachers are willing to take turns 
opening the library�  Remember that many teachers are already over-worked and the 
library committee should talk with the school director to see if the teachers who work in 
the library can be given time off from other responsibilities�

Older people – an older community member who is no longer able to spend as much 
time working might enjoy being the librarian�  Being the librarian is a great way for older 
people to stay active in the community�

Merchants – if you initially located the library in a shop or bar, the shopkeeper may also 
be willing to be the librarian�  This worked very well for the Yikpa Community Library in 
Togo�  The librarian checked out books as he rang up purchases�  Being the community’s 
only shopkeeper also made it easy for him to keep track of overdue books because every 
family in the community came into the shop�

Community leaders – many libraries are run by young leaders who serve as librarians 
in their spare time�  While this may mean that the library is only open for a few hours 
each day, the enthusiasm and commitment of these volunteers can make those few 
hours very productive�

Action steps:

1� Decide if the librarian will be paid or a volunteer�
2� If the person will be a volunteer, think about alternative ways to “pay” him or her 

(e�g� food, help with chores, etc�)�
3� List all of the qualities you want the librarian to have�
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4� Write a job description�
5� Advertise the job�
6� Interview all the candidates for the job and choose the best one�

MAKING THE RULES
Decision point: What rules should we have for our library?
The library committee and the librarian should work together to create clear policies and 
rules for the library�  One of the most important policy decisions is whether or not to let 
people borrow books.  Some libraries are strictly reading rooms – people may read the 
books there, but they cannot take them home�  This is a good way to prevent theft and 
damage to the books, but it means that people can only read when the library is open�  
This can be very inconvenient�  If your library does not have much space, it may also be 
impossible for everyone who wants to read to find a seat.  

If the committee decides that the library should lend out books, it will have to make rules 
about who can borrow them and for how long�  Will you lend them only to people from 
your community, or will you lend them to people visiting from out of town as well?  How 
long will people be able to borrow the books, and what will happen if they don’t return 
them on time (see next paragraph)?  There may be some books, such as encyclopaedias 
and dictionaries, that are so expensive or so hard to replace that you decide not to lend 
them out�  The committee will have to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of letting 
people borrow the books and then work with the librarian to set a clear and workable 
lending policy�

Another important policy issue is whether or not to charge fees and/or fines.  Fees are 
charges to use the library�  Some libraries charge a yearly membership fee, others charge 
a fee for each book you take out and still others require readers to leave a deposit when 
they take out a book (the library returns the money when you return the book so this is 
not really a fee)�  These fees may bring in needed money, but they may also make it too 
expensive for some people in the community to use the library�  One solution is to have 
different fees depending on income and make the library free for the poorest people�  It 
can be confusing, though, to charge different people different fees and some people may 
find that system unfair.  Another approach would be to ask people to contribute what they 
can afford�  Many museums in the United States have a sign at the door asking people to 
make a small donation�  The donation is optional, but most people pay it, especially when 
there is a suggested amount�

Fines are penalties for breaking the library’s rules�  For example, damaging a book or not 
returning it on time.  Many libraries increase the overdue book fine for every day a book 
is late. If you choose to do this, make sure the fine never gets so high that people cannot 
afford to return a late book (e�g� charge a few cents per day till you get to some maximum 
amount)�  Many libraries also charge users for the cost of replacing books that are lost, 
stolen or destroyed�  Fines may discourage people from breaking the rules, or they may 
encourage them to steal books instead of checking them out properly� Strict rules usually 
lead to more book theft and rule-breaking than looser rules. While fees and fines can 
bring in money for the library and encourage people to obey the rules, they can also 
discourage some people from using the library altogether�
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Finally, the committee should decide general rules for how and when the library will 
operate�  When will the library be open?  Should young children be allowed in without 
an adult or older child?  Can people eat and drink in the library?  Can books be dropped 
off after hours (some libraries have a slot in the door or a box outside the library for after 
hours book returns)?  Can someone borrow books for someone else?  Many of these rules 
can be left up to the librarian, but it is a good idea to talk them over if a problem comes 
up or if someone has strong feelings about them�  The rules should be posted clearly in 
the library with the signatures of the committee members�

Action steps:

1� Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of letting people borrow books and decide 
what is best for the library and the community�

2. Discuss and decide on a policy for fees and fines.
3� Discuss and set other general rules for the library�
4� Post the rules in the library�
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SECTION TWO: HOW DO WE MANAGE THE LIBRARY?

Whereas the last section was addressed to the Library Committee, this section is 
addressed mainly to the librarian(s)�  It follows the same basic format as the previous 
section with decision points followed by information and action steps�

LIBRARIAN TRAINING
Where can a librarian get training?
Most community librarians get all their training “on the job�”  This means that they 
teach themselves how to be a librarian through experimentation and practice, reading 
books about librarianship and talking with other librarians�  Formal training programs 
for librarians are often expensive and may require travel to a large city or even another 
country�  They may also be directed towards university libraries and teach principles 
and techniques hard to use in smaller libraries� Library associations and university 
departments may also offer continuing education or distance learning programs in library 
management�  Through networking (see Getting Materials above), the library committee 
may uncover additional sources for training�

If you are your community’s first librarian, you will have to take charge of your own 
training�  Start by visiting other libraries and reading manuals such as this one (see 
the bibliography for more manuals)�  This will help you to get an overview of the job�  
Also review your job description with the library committee and write a list of all your 
responsibilities�  This will help you identify the skills you need to develop�  Here is a 
sample list:

Responsibilities of the librarian:

1� Opening and closing the library on time� 
2. Helping readers to find books. 
3� Explaining and enforcing the library’s rules�
4� Organising the books in a clear and consistent way� 
5� Taking inventory�
6� Acquiring books� 
7� Repairing books�
8� Keeping track of borrowed books�
9� Tracking down overdue or missing books� 
10� Helping the committee with fundraising� 
11� Designing and running community programs�
12� Bookkeeping�
13� Evaluating the library�
14� Making status reports to the library committee and the community�

As you can see from this sample, being a community librarian is a big job with a wide 
variety of challenges!  It can be overwhelming at times and you should work with the 
library committee to decide which tasks are the most important�  Now that you have an 
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overview of the job and a list of responsibilities, think about what skills you have and 
which ones you need to learn�  Then make a plan for getting the skills you need�  This 
manual discusses all of the responsibilities listed above and suggests ways to develop 
good library management practices�  As mentioned above, you can also consult the 
manuals listed in the bibliography and/or talk with other librarians when you have 
questions�  People with university degrees, foreign aid workers, teachers and government 
officials may also be of help.  Use the same networking principles listed under Getting 
Materials above to find people who can help you learn library skills.  Remember that 
every library and librarian is different and you may need to adapt the advice you receive 
to fit your situation.

Keep a record of your experiences so that others who volunteer or work in the library 
can learn from them�  Writing down problems will help you work out clear solutions and 
develop policies for the future�  You can eventually use your notes to write an operating 
manual for the library that describes its policies and how they were created�  The manual 
should include general rules set by the library committee (see Making the Rules above) 
and descriptions of any tools you develop, such as the shelf list or circulation system 
(see Organising the Materials and Circulation below)�  Also include any helpful tips for 
making the job easier that you have learned over time�

Action steps:

1� Review your “job description” with the library committee�
2� Make a list of your responsibilities�
3� Find manuals, training programs and other librarians to help you get the skills you need�
4� Keep an ongoing record of your experiences for future librarians�

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Decision point: How do I keep the community involved in the library?
Library users who are confident and satisfied will keep returning to the library.  You 
can help people to get comfortable using the library and develop new skills by pointing 
out the shelf list, showing them where books are located, helping them to find the right 
reading level and answering their questions�  You may often need to be patient and 
creative when trying to help someone find what they need.  Some people may feel shy or 
embarrassed about asking questions and need encouragement�  Others may ask general 
questions even when they want to know something very specific.  You can help people to 
clarify what they want to know by taking the time to ask them questions like those in the 
following sample dialog:

Sample dialog:

User:  Do you have any books about farming?
Librarian:  Yes, we have many�  Are you interested in a particular kind of farming?
User: I am interested in corn�
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Librarian:  You would like to read about growing corn?
User:  Well, I really want to know how to keep insects away�
Librarian:  You want to keep insects off the corn in your field?
User:  No, I want to stop them from eating it as its drying�
Librarian:  OK I think you need a book about grain storage�
User:  Yes, that is what I want�

The librarian in this example helped the user to express what he really wanted to know 
by asking questions�  Instead of wasting a lot of time looking through all the books about 
farming, the librarian helped the user to narrow his search to books about grain storage�  
Helping people to be specific about the information they need will make them more 
successful and satisfied library users.

Users will also feel more comfortable if the library is bright, cheerful and welcoming�  To 
make the library more attractive, try decorating the walls with posters, artwork and/or 
colourful displays�  Make sure that the shelf labels and signs (see Labelling below) are 
neat and easy to read�  Post the library’s hours by the entrance and hang a sign on the 
door with a greeting such as “Please Come In” when the library is open�  Always keep 
the library tidy and clean.  Putting fresh flowers or potted plants on the librarian’s desk 
or on some of the tables is also a nice touch�  Some libraries forbid people from talking, 
but this can prevent them from studying together or sharing what they have read�  Instead 
of silence, try asking people to talk in a quiet voice that does not disturb other users�  
Encourage people to obey the library’s rules by using friendly reminders such as “using 
bookmarks makes books last longer” instead of negative statements such as “do not bend 
pages�”  Some libraries write friendly reminders on paper bookmarks that they hand out to 
users�  This is a nice way to get people to read and obey the rules�

In addition to being helpful and friendly, you can also encourage people to visit and 
use the library by featuring information on topics of special interest to the community�  
You can identify these topics by keeping a list of frequently requested information, by 
following current events, by encouraging people to make suggestions and/or by attending 
meetings of different community groups�  Select a few key issues to focus on  and use 
some or all of the techniques listed below to make information on these topic more 
accessible to library users�  You should also include local community information, as this 
is certain to be of interest�  

Preserving oral knowledge  –  local history, folklore and culture is of special interest 
to the community�  One way the library can help to preserve local traditions and 
customs is by recording interviews with people who have particular skills or special 
knowledge about the community�  When appropriate, you can also record stories and 
legends, festivals, music, ceremonies, dances and other important cultural events�  These 
recordings could even be made into radio shows to give them a wider audience�  Be sure 
to discuss which things should be recorded with the community and write the date, place, 
speaker, topic, event or other explanation on each recording�
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Works by local authors – as with oral knowledge, writings by local authors may contain 
a lot of very valuable information of special interest to the community�  These works 
can be professionally published or simply typed or hand-written� The authors can be by 
writers, poets, students, artists or other community members�  Special care should be 
taken to preserve manuscripts that are irreplaceable�  Some libraries collect all works 
by local authors (in this case “local” usually means the village, town or city where the 
library is located)�  Others are more selective� 

Repackaging or creating materials – there are many ways that you can summarise or 
simplify information to make it more accessible to library users�  You can create posters, 
fact sheets, diagrams or bulleted lists to emphasise important facts, such as how to fight 
infant death from dehydration�  You can also translate materials into local languages�  
This is particularly important in rural areas where people may only be literate in the 
local language and publications in these languages are scarce�  You can create simple 
“how to” pamphlets on topics like fixing a bicycle tire or registering to vote.  You could 
also transcribe materials recorded on cassette tapes or write notes about local music 
recordings�  There are endless possibilities!

News – people can gather at the library to listen to the news on the radio, read and discuss 
the newspaper, hear the latest news from the local taxi driver or merchant, and/or share 
news of their own�  You can make it easier for people to follow the news on a particular 
topic (e.g. the World Cup playoffs) by creating a vertical file or display board (see 
below)� 

Vertical file – you can collect materials such as pamphlets, brochures, newspaper 
clippings, magazine articles and information sheets on special topics of interest and store 
them in a vertical file or in subject boxes (you can find instructions for making both under 
Making the Shelf List below).  Using a vertical file makes it easy for library users to 
check for new information on special topics�

Display area – as mentioned under news, you can use a display board to inform people 
about events in the community, such as marriages, births, deaths, exam results and/or 
sports scores�  You can also use it to display artwork, poems, stories, photos, suggestions, 
thank you notes for library volunteers, local handicrafts and other information� The 
United Nations distributes information you can use to make displays about International 
Women’s Day, World Health Day and their other special days�  You can make a simple 
display board by attaching flour or grain sacks to the wall and pinning things to the cloth.  
Put a shelf near the display board for books and materials�

Community or library newsletter – If you have the funds, producing a community 
newsletter with poems, drawings, puzzles and stories, as well as news, is a great way to 
encourage people to read, write and come to the library�  You can also create a library 
newsletter that reports on programs, events, displays, contests and other activities going 
on at the library�  Either kind of newsletter can contain articles by local authors or 
information about topics of interest to the community�
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Discussion groups – you can hold lecture/discussions with local experts (such as the 
people included in the community information resource list you created in the section 
Does your Community Really Need a Library? above), or general discussions on topics of 
interest�

Radio/TV broadcast schedule – you can create a schedule of educational radio and 
television broadcasts�  If you have a radio or TV at the library, you can invite users to 
enjoy the programs there and hold a discussion afterwards�

Resource list – keep a list of the services and information resources available in your 
community (see the section on creating a resource list in Does your Community Really Need 
a Library? above)�  

Job information – put job postings from the newspapers into a file or post them on the 
display board�  Request brochures and catalogues from training programs, schools and 
universities in your country�  Also collect materials about distance learning (courses taken 
electronically or by mail)�

Browser box – sometimes people come into the library just because they are curious or 
want something interesting to read�  They may have no particular subject or type of book 
in mind�  These users may feel overwhelmed by the prospect of browsing the shelves or 
looking through the shelf list (see Organising the Materials below).  To help them find 
a book they will enjoy, you can create a “browser box�”  This is simply a wooden or 
cardboard box with one or more sections where you can put a selection of popular fiction, 
beginning readers, children’s books, information books or other materials for people to 
browse�  You can change the books every few weeks to keep the selection interesting�

Figure 5: Browser box

You can also encourage people to use the library by having events, services and 
programs�  These may be ongoing or one-time-only activities�  Most of the suggestions 
below cost little or no money, but may take quite a bit of time (some could even be used 
to raise funds – see above).  Try to get volunteers to help you.  For example, an older 
person may enjoy reading to children once a week or teacher may be willing to help 
students start a book club�  Do not feel that you should limit yourself to the possibilities 
listed below�  They are merely a starting point to help you form ideas�
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“Friends of the library” club – you could start a club for people who are interested in 
volunteering at the library, working on the newsletter, helping with fundraising or other 
projects�  The club could be made up of students and/or adults�  A friends of the library 
club is different from a library committee in that club members meet to plan events and 
activities, not to make decisions about managing the library�  Members can work on 
a single project or volunteer regularly�  You can organise an annual party to thank the 
friends of the library and honour people who have helped throughout the year�

Inauguration ceremony – having a big party when the library first opens sends out 
the message that everyone is welcome�  It is also a good opportunity to educate the 
community about how the library works�

Suggestion box   – keep a box or notebook for suggestions in a prominent place and 
encourage people to use it� This can provide you with new ideas while demonstrating to 
library users that their opinions are important�

Essay/illustration contests – students who are not accustomed to reading and writing for 
pleasure may need a little coaxing before choosing to spend their free time at the library�  
Giving out prizes for the best essay, illustration or book report is a great way to motivate 
them�  You can choose the book/topic or leave it up to them�  Be sure to have different 
levels so that students from the lower grades don’t have to compete with more advanced 
students�  If appropriate, give out prizes�

Other awards – you can give out awards for reading the most books, learning the most 
new words, writing the best report or for helping the librarian�

Story hours – reading a story out loud to a group of youngsters or adults can be a 
wonderful experience.  With a little practice, you will find yourself putting more and 
more life into the characters�  You can also ask other community members to take turns 
reading out loud or telling stories they know by heart�  Try having a regular time and day 
for story reading – everyone enjoys a good story.

Performances – you can have plays, puppet shows (puppets can be made from paper 
bags, cloth, socks, paper attached to rods, dolls and many other materials), poetry 
readings, skits, dances, music or other performances at the library�

Games – you can keep board games, cards, traditional games and other types of games at 
the library�  You can also hold “quiz shows” where teams compete against each other by 
answering questions on different topics�  You can help students and community members 
learn to use the library by having a “quiz show” with library questions such as “where is a 
book’s title page?” or “which title comes first in the shelf list - More Cars or Better Fish?”

Literacy classes – the library can be a great place to hold literacy classes for adults who 
may not feel comfortable going to the school�  Classes will bring new readers to the 
library where they can develop their skills�
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School assignments – teachers should take advantage of the resources in the library 
by giving their classes research assignments or suggesting readings that complement 
school topics�

Book clubs – reading can be even more rewarding when you have a chance to discuss 
what you read with others�   Organise a book club so that readers can share their reactions 
to books�

Library partnerships – also called twinning, connect your library with a library in 
another country�  This can provide great opportunities for cultural exchange�  Displaying 
drawings, letters, art and other materials from your partner is a great way to get people to 
come to the library�

Book box/mobile library – you may be able to extend services to distant areas by 
starting a book box or mobile library program�  In a book box program, libraries lend 
a box of about 50 books to a distant community�  The box is exchanged for a new one 
periodically�  In a mobile library program, books are loaded onto a cart, van, truck, 
bicycle or other form of transportation and brought to distant areas on a regular basis�

None of these activities, however, will do much to build community support for the 
library if people do not know about them�  You will need to publicise the activities as 
widely as possible for them to be effective�  You can do this by word of mouth, calling a 
meeting, sending notices or fliers to community groups and schools, putting up posters, 
asking the local radio station to make announcements, sending a brochure or press release 
to a local newspaper, publishing a library newsletter, sending notices to library users 
(expensive) and/or by other means available in your community�  Be sure to include the 
date, time and location of the activities in all publicity�  You may also wish to charge a 
fee for attending some of the more popular activities (see Raising Funds above)� If so, 
be sure to tell people in advance�  Keeping the community informed about the library’s 
activities is one of the most important ways to bring in new users and keep up the 
enthusiasm of regular users�  

Action steps:

1. Practice welcoming people to the library and showing them how to find materials.
2� Practice helping people clarify what they want to know�
3� Decorate the library� 
4� Identify some topics of special interest to the community�
5. Choose some ways to highlight these topics from the first list above.
6� Choose some programs, services or activities from the second list or design your own� 
7� Publicise the activities, including date, time, location and cost (if any) throughout the 

community� 
8� Have fun!
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ORGANISING THE MATERIALS
Decision point: How should I organise the books so that people can find them?
As you read this section, remember that the main goal of your library is to share 
information with the community�  It is sometimes easy to get so caught up in the details 
of organising your library that you lose sight of that goal�  How you organise the books 
is not nearly as important as the end result�  An organising system is only successful if it 
makes it easier for you and your library users to find information.

This section describes how to make one tool to help you organise your library – a shelf 
list�2  A shelf list is a record of each book’s unique location in the library�  Whether or 
not you need a shelf list depends on the size of your library and how many people use it�  
Think of the shelf list as being like an address list for books.  Trying to find a book in the 
library is like trying to find a friend in an unfamiliar village.  If it is a small village, you 
can probably find your friend by going door to door.  Similarly, if your library has only 
one or two bookshelves, you can probably find the book you need just by browsing.  If, 
however, your friend lives in a large city, or the library has several bookshelves, you need 
a tool to save you time.  An address book or a shelf list can tell you exactly where to find 
what you are looking for�

Making a shelf list is time consuming, but has many advantages�  A shelf list:

1. Helps people find books quickly and easily.
2� Makes it easy to put books back in the right place�
3� Facilitates research�
4� Makes it possible to do inventories that check for theft and loss�
5� Reveals how many books there are on each subject�
6� Helps librarians decide which books to buy� 

In order to create your shelf list, you will need to sort the books into categories�  There 
are several standard systems for sorting books (also called classification systems) in use 
throughout the world�  If the libraries in your area already have a system, you should try 
to use the same system�  This will make it easier for you to co-operate with each other 
and less confusing for library users�  Most librarians will be happy to explain their system 
for sorting books�  This manual tells you how to set up a simple system on your own�  It 
also explains the basics of one of the standard systems, the Dewey Decimal Classification 
or DDC�

It is a good idea to read all of this chapter carefully before deciding whether to use your 
own system for sorting books or the DDC� The advantage of setting up your own system 
is that you can create one that makes sense to you and your community�  The established 
systems can be confusing, and even trained experts sometimes have trouble using them�  
The subject categories (see below) in the established systems often seem arbitrary 

2 The terms catalog and shelf list are often used interchangeably�  The main difference between them is that 
a shelf list records the books in the same order they appear on the shelves, whereas a catalog may list the 
books in any order and may have several listings for each book (e.g. subject, author, title – see Advanced 
Organizing Ideas below)�
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and not very intuitive�  However, setting up your own system for sorting books is not 
recommended by many professional librarians because they feel that home-made systems 
inevitably run into problems�  The disadvantages are that other librarians who replace 
you may find the system hard to use, your readers will have to learn a whole new system 
if they visit another library, and your system may not be able to handle expansion easily�  
Reading the next two sections will give you a better understanding of how books are 
sorted into categories and help you decide which system to use�

CREATING YOUR OWN SYSTEM FOR SORTING BOOKS
As mentioned above, the purpose of organising the materials in the library is to make 
it easier for the librarian and the users to find information.  In most libraries, the users 
are allowed to browse the shelves to find what they need.  It is very helpful in these 
circumstances if similar books are located near each other� 

Library users often ask questions such as, “Where are all the books about cooking?” 
or another topic.  If finding a single book in the library is like finding a friend in a 
community as described above, then finding all the books about cooking is much like 
finding a family.  If all the family members live together in one part of a community, 
then finding them is easy.  If, however, they are scattered around, it would be hard, if not 
impossible, to find them all. To make it convenient for the users, you should put all the 
books from one “family” together.  However, first you will need to decide which “family” 
or category each one belongs to� Here are three broad categories to start with:

1. Non-fiction – these books generally contain facts about a subject, such as forestry or 
cooking�

2. Fiction – these books are about imaginary situations, people and places.  The main 
types of fiction are novels, plays, poetry and stories.

3. Reference books– these books contain important information that people need 
frequently�  Users are not generally allowed to borrow them (see Circulation below) 
so that everyone can have access to them in the library�  They are often expensive and 
hard to replace�  Examples include dictionaries, atlases, encyclopaedias and almanacs�  
You may wish to include textbooks or other frequently used books in this category 
(see below)�

The first step in sorting your books is to divide them up into these three broad categories.  
These categories, however, are too large to be of much help in organising the library�  You 
therefore need to divide them into smaller groups.  Non-fiction books are usually sorted 
by subject, fiction books are sorted by author and reference books are usually sorted by 
type (e�g� dictionary, atlas, etc�)� 

The majority of the books in the library will probably be non-fiction.  In order to sort the 
non-fiction books by subject, you will need to either create your own subject categories as 
described here or use the DDC subject categories (see the next section)�  Sorting the non-
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fiction books by subject makes it easier for users to find all the books on one topic. You may 
wish to sort the books by reading level in addition to subject�  In a school library, you might 
even want to separate the books by grade level or have special shelves for each class�

Creating your own subject categories means making a list of the main topics covered by 
the non-fiction books in the library.  If you made a list of subjects to include in the library 
as part of the collection policy, you can use that list as a starting point for your subject 
categories�  If not, re-read Getting Materials now�  Then consider what subjects are most 
often requested by community members and/or are likely to be requested in the future�  
Pay special attention to the words that people use to describe subjects (e�g� do people say 
“family planning” or “birth control”)�  There are often many different words for the same 
subject, but you can only use one as the name of the subject category� To make it easier 
for library users, try to use the words most familiar to people in your community�

When creating subject categories, it is generally best to start with broad categories 
that can be divided later instead of very narrow ones�  For example, you might use the 
broad term mathematics instead of  the narrow term arithmetic�  Mathematics includes 
arithmetic, geometry, algebra and other mathematical subjects so you do not need to 
make separate subject categories for each of these topics� 

If you find that the number of books in a category is getting too large, you can divide it 
into sections�  For example, you might start out with one category for agriculture and later 
find that you need to make a section for books on gardening because it is such a popular 
topic (see figure 9 below).  Making a gardening section within agriculture will make it 
easier for people to find the gardening books without moving them away from books on 
related topics in agriculture, such as plant diseases or fertiliser�

Here is a list of some general subjects to help you make your subject categories�  You 
may use some, all, or none of them depending on the books in your collection�  You can 
also create your own categories�  An environmental library will obviously need to use 
different categories than a health library�  Urban libraries may have different categories 
than rural ones�  Larger libraries may need more categories than smaller libraries:

Agriculture – books related to growing food crops or raising animals for human use.  
There are many topics in agriculture such as animal and plant diseases, controlling pests, 
grain storage, irrigation, fertiliser, fisheries, poultry farming and many others.  You may 
need to make sections for some of the most popular topics in the agriculture category�

Arts/crafts – includes books about artists, how-to books for different handicrafts such 
as weaving or pottery and books about arts and crafts from different periods or parts of 
the world�

Business  – books about how to start a business, business practices such as accounting or 
bookkeeping, business trends, banking and other related topics�
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Education/training  – materials about education and teaching.  This also includes 
training programs or manuals and teacher’s guides�  You could put textbooks here as well, 
or keep them separate if you have a lot of them�

Environment – materials about how humans interact with their surroundings.  This 
includes water pollution, air pollution, ways to keep the environment safe and clean, how 
to protect natural resources such as water, forests or animals and other topics that address 
the interaction between humans and nature�  

Health – there are many topics in health such as sanitation, nutrition, first-aid, pregnancy 
and childcare, AIDS and many others�  As with agriculture, you may wish to make 
separate sections in the health category for the most important topics�

History – materials about people and places from the past.

Nature  –  materials that describe the earth, sky, rivers, oceans, animals and the rest of the 
natural world�

People and places – materials about different countries or places that describe the climate, 
politics, culture, economy and general information about what it is like to live there�

Politics – this topic covers current world politics, different kinds of political systems, 
publications about different governments and how they work, elections and human rights�

Religion – this could include works about the world’s religions as well as religious books 
such as the Bible, the Koran, the Torah and other works�

Sports  – materials that describe different sports, their rules and the people or teams that 
play them�

Textbooks – books used by teachers and students to prepare for lessons.  Textbooks used 
in the local schools are usually in great demand�  In fact, they may be some of the most 
popular and expensive books in the library�  As a result, it may be wise to keep them in a 
special section near the librarian’s desk and only allow people to use them in the library, 
especially if you only have one set�  You can shelve duplicate copies and textbooks not 
used in the schools by their subject or in a separate section and let people borrow them�

Trades/Technology – these books cover traditional trades such as carpentry, masonry, 
metal working, and tool making and newer trades and technologies such as auto 
mechanics, electronics, and telecommunication�

Once you have made your list of subject categories, test it out by sorting the books into 
the categories you have chosen�  To do this, you will need a clean space, some large 
boxes and paper and pens for making signs�  Label the boxes or put signs on the tables 
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and floor with each subject category.  Then pile the books according to subject.  It is not 
necessary to spend a lot of time determining the subjects of the books�  You will do this 
carefully for each book later when you make the shelf list (see below)�  

Now look at your piles�  Are some so big that it would be hard to browse through them?  
Do others only have only one or two books?  Do you have a lot of books left over that 
don’t fit into any category (try very hard to avoid this)?  You may need to divide some 
categories and combine others.  For example, if you are a rural librarian, you may find 
that your “agriculture” category is very large�  To make it easier to manage, you could 
divide it into sections such as “gardening,” “fisheries,” “grain storage,” etc. Creating 
sections within a category makes each subject easier to find, while still keeping related 
subjects together�  Since each community has different information needs, each library 
will have different subject categories and sections�

It will be harder to adjust your categories after you make your shelf list so take plenty of 
time to make sure your categories and sections work before going on�  In addition, try to 
imagine what categories you might need in the future�  The decision to combine or divide 
categories should be based partly on whether or not you expect them to grow over time�  
Sorting the books also gives you a good opportunity to remove any damaged, old or 
unsuitable materials from your collection (see Weeding below)�

MAKING THE SHELF LIST

Arranging the non-fiction books by subject category makes it much easier for people 
to find what they are looking for.  But suppose that someone wants to find a book for 
which they don’t know the subject category?  For example, a book called The History of 
Guatemalan Cloth might be with the books about history, arts/crafts or people and places�  
If the user is not in a hurry, he or she could look on the shelves in all three places�  But 
that could be very frustrating, especially if the user spends a lot of time looking for the 
book only to find out that the library doesn’t have it.  Librarians must also occasionally 
do an inventory, which means checking to see that each individual book is where it 
belongs�  Having a record of the exact location of every book in the library makes it much 
easier for users to find a particular book and for librarians to do an inventory.  If users at 
your library are not allowed to browse the shelves, then it is even more important to have 
a precise record of what books are available�

Such a record of where books are located is called a shelf list�  It is a complete list of all 
the materials in the library according to their place on the shelves�  You can keep this 
list in a notebook or on cards�  Both methods and their advantages and disadvantages 
are described below�  Before you begin making the shelf list, make a list of all the main 
subject categories that you have decided to use in the library�  If you would like, assign 
colours and/or symbols to the subjects (such as a red cross for health or a yellow sun for 
nature).  This will make it easier for new readers and children to find the books they want.  
Decide on a short way to write the subject, such as AG for agriculture or HE for 
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health (see the example below)3�  This is called the subject code�  If you have divided 
your subject categories into sections, you must also make section codes�  Here are some 
sample subject and section codes:

Subject Codes: Section Codes for Agriculture:
Agriculture AG Animal traction antr
Art/Crafts ART Fertiliser fert
Business BUS Field crops field
Education/Training EDU Fisheries fish
Environment ENV Forestry fore
Health HE Gardening gard
History HIS General genr
Nature NAT Grain storage gran
People and Places PEO Plant diseases plan
Politics POL (these are just a few examples)
Religion REL
Sports SP
Textbooks TEX
Trades/Technology TRT

Now that you have created your subject and section codes, you are ready to assign 
them to the non-fiction books.  Determine the subject of each book by carefully looking 
through the table of contents, introduction, index and text�  Do not rely on the title alone!  
It is often misleading�  For example, a librarian who glanced only at the title What Color 
is Your Parachute? might be tempted to put it with the sports books�  One look inside the 
cover reveals that it is really a book about how to find a job and belongs in the business 
category�  Many books have more than one subject�  Since this system only allows you to 
choose one subject category for each book, you will have to use the subject you feel is the 
most important or main one�

Once you have determined the subject of a book and assigned it a subject code, you are 
ready to record it on the shelf list using one of the two methods described below� Be sure 
to keep a copy of all the subject and section codes with the shelf list�

1� The notebook method:
Materials
One large ring binder (loose leaf notebook) 
Paper with holes punched in it that will fit in the binder
OR several regular school notebooks
Black and coloured (optional) pens or pencils
A ruler or straight edge for drawing columns

If you use a ring binder, make a separate section for each subject category�  The advantage 
of a ring binder is that you can add paper to each section as needed�  You can also replace 
damaged pages�  The disadvantages are that ring binders sometimes cost more than regular 
notebooks and can be harder to find.  The pages can also come out and get lost.  If you use 
school notebooks, use a separate one for each subject category�  This may seem wasteful at 
first, but it is necessary since you cannot add pages later.  The advantages of using school 
3 Using codes that follow the same alphabetical order as the full names of the subjects will make it much 
easier to arrange the subject categories and shelve the books�
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notebooks are that the pages will not fall out as easily and they are generally less expensive 
and easier to find.  The disadvantages are that you have more notebooks to keep track of 
and you cannot change the order of the pages or easily replace one page�

To make your shelf list, draw five columns on the notebook pages and label them  
subject, copy, title, author, supplier, date and value as shown below�  Using one row for 
each book, fill in the columns as follows.  In the subject column, write the subject code in 
capital letters� Write the section code below the subject code in lower case letters�  If you 
have not yet created sections, leave a little room in the subject column in case you decide 
to add them later�  If you have more than one copy of a book, assign each one a copy  
number and record that number in the copy column (you do not need a copy number if 
there is only one copy)�  In the date column, write the date the library acquired the book�  

In the supplier column, write where you got the book�  It will be very helpful to know 
this if you need to replace the book or get others like it�  You may not have enough 
room to write the full name of the supplier in the column, but you can use a short code 
instead�  In the example below, DBA stands for Darien Book Aid�  Keep a list of all the 
supplier codes with the shelf list�  In the value column, write the price the library paid 
for the book�  If the book was donated, write the price listed on the book (usually found 
on the front or back cover or on the back of the first page).  If no price is given, leave the 
column blank�  Knowing the value will help you to decide how much to charge users who 
lose or damage a book (see Making the Rules above)�  

Figure 6: Sample shelf list notebook 

Subject Copy Title Author Supplier Date Value
AG
fish

1 Raise Better Fish Dave Smith DBA 1992 $3�00

The notebook method is very inexpensive and requires few materials�  One other 
advantage is that it is easy to make copies of a notebook shelf list for users�  Making a 
copy for everyday use will prevent the original from getting damaged�  Most larger towns 
have public photocopiers where you pay by the page, or you may be able to find an NGO 
or large library that would be willing to make a copy for free�  The major disadvantage 
of the notebook method is that you cannot add new books and still keep the entries in 
the order that the books are kept on the shelves�  This means that users must browse 
through the entire list of books in each subject category in order to find out if the library 
has the one they want and then browse the shelves to find it.  If you decide to divide your 
subjects into sections, you will have to re-copy all the entries for that subject in order to 
list the books in each section together�  The notebook method should therefore be used in 
only the smallest of libraries�

2� The Card Method:
Materials
Cards 125x74 mm�  You can buy them or make your own from stiff paper�
Cards 125x84 mm to use as dividers�
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A long narrow box or boxes to hold the cards�  You can also get a special cabinet called a 
card catalogue that has drawers to hold the cards� Many larger libraries are getting rid 
of their card catalogues and replacing them with computers and might be willing to 
donate one�

Black and coloured (optional) pens or pencils

In this method, each book has its own card with all the information listed for the 
notebook method described above�  For each book, write the subject code in the upper 
left hand corner of a card (see below)�  If you are using a colour or symbol for the 
subject, include that either above or next to the code for the subject�  As in the notebook 
method, write the section code under the subject code�  If you have not yet created 
sections, leave a blank space in case you need to add the section code later�  Below the 
area for the section code, write the first three letters of the title as it appears on the first 
page of the book (the title page)�  If there is more than one copy of a book, write the copy 
number (c.1 in this example) below the first three letters of the title.  In the centre of the 
card, write the complete title of the book on the first line.  On the following lines, write 
the author, supplier, date the library acquired the book and the value (see the notebook 
method above)�  Since there is more room to write on the cards than in a notebook, you 
could also include the reading level, publisher or other information�

Figure 7: Sample shelf list card

To organise the cards, use the taller cards to make dividers for each subject category�  
On each divider, write the full name of the subject category followed by the subject 
code�  Arrange the dividers in alphabetical order (see the rules below)�  Using the full 
name of the subject instead of just the code (or symbol) will make it easier for users to 
find what they are looking for.  Then place the book cards for each subject upright in the 
box alphabetically by title�  You can rearrange and add cards as you add books�  Card 
catalogue drawers have a rod that fits through a hole in the bottom of the cards, which 
holds them in place even if someone drops the drawer – a very useful feature.  If you use 
boxes instead of a card catalogue, you can punch holes in the cards and make your own 
rod out of wood or simply tie the cards together with string� Leave enough room in the 
box so that you can see all the information on the cards as you flip through them.
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Figure 8: Arranging book cards

Here are a few rules to follow when arranging the cards alphabetically:

1. Using the first letter of the first main word in the title, order the cards from A to Z.  
Skip words such as “the,” “a,” or “an” when they appear at the beginning of a title�

Example:  these three titles appear on cards
Life in Great Britain
The Australian Outback
A Day in the Life of Singapore

Place them in the card box in this order
The Australian Outback
A Day in the Life of Singapore
Life in Great Britain

2. If two words start with the same letter, use the second letter to decide which comes first.

Example: put these titles in this order
Bats and Other Rodents
Big Monuments

3. If several titles start with the same word, put them in ordering using the first letter of 
the second word�

Example:  put these titles in this order
Games are Fun
Games for Groups
Games that Teach

4� If several titles start with different forms of the same word (e�g� garden, gardener, 
gardening), the shortest form comes first.  Use the next letter to decide which of the 
longer forms comes first.
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Example: put these titles in this order
Garden Plants
The Gardener’s Guide to Pest Control
Gardening Made Easy

5. When titles start with a number, file them in the beginning of the section in order by 
number.  If the number is written as a word, file it alphabetically.

Example:  these titles go at the start of the section in this order
2 Designs for Hats
5 Questions about Sewing

Example: these titles are filed alphabetically
Seven Steps to Good Health
Two Exercises for a Healthy Heart

Despite the fact that the card method may be a little more work and/or money than the 
notebook method in the beginning, it has many advantages�  Since each book has its own 
card, it is easy to fix mistakes or make changes.  It is also easy to add new books.  The 
cards hold more information than a notebook and can be arranged in alphabetical order�  

If you decide to add sections to your subject categories, all you have to do is fill in the 
section code below the subject code on the cards, change the dividers and put the cards 
for the books in each section in order�  On the new dividers, write the subject category in 
capital letters at the top, followed by the subject code�  Then write the name of the section 
followed by the section code right underneath the subject category, as shown below� 

Figure 9: Making sections

As mentioned above, fiction books are not given subject codes.  Instead, fiction is usually 
shelved alphabetically by the author’s name�  Use a separate notebook or section in your 
card file to keep track of the fiction books.  Where you would usually write the subject 
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code, write “F” for “Fiction�”  If your library has a lot of children’s books, you can also 
use the code “JF” for “Junior Fiction” to separate the children’s fiction from the adult 
fiction.  Then write the first three letters of the author’s last name under the “F” or “JF.”  
If you are using cards, write the author’s name on the top line in the middle of the card�  
Write the title, source, date and price beneath the author’s name, as shown in the example 
below�  If you have more than one book by an author, arrange them alphabetically by title 
(see the rules for arranging cards above). Here is a sample card for a fiction book:

Figure 10: Sample card for a fiction book 

Reference books should also be included in the shelf list�  Fill out cards for each reference 
book just as you would cards for non-fiction books using “REF” for “reference” in 
place of the subject code�  If you would like, make sections for each type of book (e�g� 
dictionaries, atlases, encyclopaedias, rare or expensive books, etc�)�  Put all the entries for 
the reference books in a separate notebook or section of your card box alphabetically by 
title�  Keep the reference books together on a shelf near the librarian’s desk so that he or 
she can keep an eye on them and help people to use them�

If you have materials other than books in the library such as audio or video tapes, 
maps, posters, pamphlets or periodicals (e�g� newsletters, annual reports, magazines or 
newspapers), you will need to keep these materials in separate areas so they don’t get lost 
among the books�  You can put audio and video tapes on their own shelves� You can put 
the most recent issues of periodicals on a special table or shelf for people to read�  Most 
libraries do not let people borrow periodicals because they are fragile, hard to replace and 
have current information that many people want to read while it is timely� When a new 
issue of a periodical arrives, store the old one with other back issues in stacks or boxes on 
the shelves in order by date�  

Small items such as booklets or brochures are easy to lose, but may contain important 
information (see Involving the Community above)�  You can punch holes in them and 
store them in ring binders or make special storage boxes for them�  The boxes illustrated 
below can be made out of cardboard or plastic or by cutting the top and sides off 
rectangular vegetable oil cans.  You can also use browser boxes (see figure 5) to display 
odd-sized materials and/or magazines�
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Figure 11: Boxes for pamphlets and other materials 

Another good way to store pamphlets and newspaper articles is in a vertical file.  You can 
either use a file cabinet designed for this purpose, such as the one pictured below, or you 
can make your own vertical file out of a cardboard box.  To make the file shown below, 
simply cut the top off a sturdy box that is wide enough to hold the materials you wish 
to store�  Then make dividers for each subject from pieces of stiff paper or place your 
materials in file folders, which can be purchased at most stationary shops.

Figure 12: Vertical files 

You may also want to add these non-book materials to your shelf list if they are a 
permanent part of the library (do not add things like meeting notices or other information 
that is only temporary)�  Give each pamphlet, video or audio tape a subject code 
(periodicals are addressed below) and make a shelf list entry for it as described for non-
fiction books above.  On the entry, write what the item is next to the title so that users 
will know where to look for it�  You can shelve the video and audio tapes in order by title�  
Place all the pamphlets with the same subject code together in boxes or files as shown 
above.  When library users find an entry for a video tape or pamphlet in the shelf list, you 
can direct them to the proper box, notebook, file or shelf to find it.  If you find that adding 
these materials to the shelf list is too time consuming, simply encourage readers to check 
the vertical files and/or boxes often for new information on the topics that interest them.
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Keep the records for periodicals separate from the rest of the shelf list�  For each 
periodical, create a card or notebook with the name of the publication, address of the 
publisher (if you get it from a local distributor, also note that address), yearly cost, how 
often you are supposed to receive it (e�g� quarterly, monthly, weekly, daily), and when 
your subscription must be renewed�  Record the number and date of each issue as it 
arrives.  If issues are missing or late, you can write to the publisher to find out why or 
request another copy�

Figure 13: Sample periodical card

Regardless of whether you choose the notebook method or the card method, it is very 
important to update the shelf list regularly�  If books are stolen, lost or damaged, make 
a note on the shelf list�  If you are using the card method, remove cards for books that 
are no longer in use in the library, but do not throw them away�  Store them in a separate 
place so that you can see how many books have been lost over the years�  Sometimes, a 
book that has been missing for several months will be found�

USING THE DEWEY DECIMAL SYSTEM
Instead of creating your own subject codes for the non-fiction books in your library, you 
could use the established codes from the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC).  One of 
the main advantages of using the DDC is that the codes in your library will be the same 
as those in countless other libraries around the world� Once you and your library users 
learn the system, you will be able to find books in many other libraries.

The DCC divides all of human knowledge into ten broad categories�  Each of these 
categories is assigned a number�  The ten main categories are each divided into ten more 
categories.  In fact, you can keep dividing DDC categories to get very specific subject 
codes�  Each division changes one digit in the code (e�g� 100, 110, 113, 113�4, 113�45 
etc. – there is always a decimal point after the third digit). For small libraries, you may 
not need to go beyond the divisions given below4:

4 Summaries: DDC20� Albany, New York, Forest Press, 1989� 15 p�
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The First Division:
000 Generalities
100 Philosophy & psychology
200 Religion
300 Social sciences
400 Languages

500 Natural sciences & mathematics
600 Technology
700 The arts
800 Literature & rhetoric
900 Geography & history

The second division:
000 Generalities

010 Bibliography
 020 Library & Information Sciences
 030 Encyclopaedias
 040 Unassigned
 050 General serials & their indexes
 060 General organisations & museology
 070 News media, journalism, publishing
 080 General collections
 090 Manuscripts & rare books
100 Philosophy & Psychology
 110 Metaphysics
 120 Epistemology, causation, humankind
 130 Paranormal phenomena
 140 Special philosophical schools
 150 Psychology
 160 Logic
 170 Ethics
 180 Ancient, medieval, Oriental philosophy
 190 Modern Western philosophy
200 Religion
 210 Natural theology
 220 Bible
 230 Christian theology
 240 Christian moral & devotional theology
 250 Christian orders & local church
 260 Christian social theology
 270 Christian church history
 280 Christian denominations & sects
 290 Other & comparative religion
300 Social Sciences
 310 General statistics
 320 Political science
 330 Economics
 340 Law
 350 Public administration
 360 Social services; association
 370 Education
 380 Commerce, communication, transport
 390 Customs, etiquette, folklore
400 Languages
 410 Linguistics
 420 English & Old English
 430 Germanic languages
 440 Romance languages
 450 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romanic
 460 Spanish & Portuguese Languages
 470 Italic languages (Latin)
 480 Hellenic languages (Classical Greek)
 490 Other languages

500 Natural sciences & mathematics
 510 Mathematics
 520 Astronomy & allied sciences
 530 Physics

540 Chemistry & allied sciences
550 Earth sciences
560 Paleontology
570 Life sciences
580 Botanical sciences
590 Zoological sciences

600 Technology
 610 Medical sciences

620 Engineering & allied sciences
630 Agriculture
640 Home economics & family living
650 Management & auxiliary services
660 Chemical engineering
670 Manufacturing
680 Manufacture for specific uses
690 Buildings

700 The arts
 710 Civic & landscape art
 720 Architecture
 730 Plastic arts (sculpture)
 740 Drawing & decorative arts
 750 Painting & paintings
 760 Graphic arts (printmaking)
 770 Photography & photographs
 780 Music
 790 Recreational & performing arts
800 Literature & rhetoric
 810 American literature in English
 820 English & Old English literatures
 830 Literatures of Germanic languages
 840 Literatures of Romance languages
 850 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romanic
 860 Spanish & Portuguese Literatures
 870 Italic literatures (Latin)
 880 Hellenic literatures (Classical Greek)
 890 Literatures of other languages
900 Geography & history
 910 Geography & travel
 920 Biography, genealogy, insignia
 930 History of ancient world
 940 General history of Europe
 950 General history of Asia
 960 General history of Africa
 970 General history of North America

980 General history of South America
990 General history of other areas
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As you can see, the DDC uses a lot of subject codes you will probably never need 
(chances are that if you don’t understand it, you don’t need it)�  Do not let this bother 
you�  You should feel free to use only what you need�  In some cases, such as agriculture, 
health, mathematics or any other broad subject on which your library has many books, 
you may need more divisions than those given above�  In that case, try to get a copy of 
the abridged DDC or the edition for school libraries�  Setting Up and Running a School 
Library by Nicola Baird (ICE No. ED204) contains the Junior Colour Code – a version of 
the DDC that uses colours as well as numbers for subject codes�  Baird recommends the 
Junior Colour Code for libraries with fewer than 500 non-fiction books.  It is much easier 
to use than the standard DDC and makes colour coding fast and simple� 

To figure out the DDC subject code for a book, first determine its subject as described 
above�  If the book has more than one subject, decide which one you think is the main 
or most important subject for your users.  Then look at the first ten DDC divisions 
(000 - 900)�  Which one describes your book the best?  If you only have a few books in 
that category, then simply use this number as the subject code�

Example 1:

You want to find the subject code for a book called Aztec Sculpture.  Looking through 
the introduction and the table of contents reveals that the book is about carvings made by 
Aztec people.  You look at the first ten DDC categories and decide that since sculpture is 
a form of art the subject code is 700 (the arts)�

If you have many books on art, however, you may want to give this book a more specific 
subject code to make it easier to find.

Example 2:

You have already decided that Aztec Sculpture belongs under 700 the arts.  The second 
DDC division reveals that 700 is further divided into ten categories each with its own 
number (710 - 790)�  One of these categories, 730, is for sculpture�  You therefore decide 
to use 730 as the subject code for your book�

As shown in these examples, it is possible to keep adding detail to your DDC subject 
code for a book�  If your library contains a great many books about sculpture (e�g� a 
museum library), you might decide to sort the sculpture books into more categories�  
Using the next DDC division (not shown), you could assign your book 736 for “carving 
& carvings�”  The full sequence of subject codes for Aztec Sculpture would then be:

700:  The arts
 730: Sculpture
  736: Carving & carvings

If you still need more detail, you could put a decimal point after 736 and continue adding 
numbers until your book is in a category with just a few others.  Only the final code 
(736 in the example above), is written on the card (see below)�  As mentioned above, do 
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not feel like you have to add any divisions beyond the first one.  A technical library, for 
instance, would not have many books about art and could certainly use 700 as the subject 
code for all the art books�  Remember that you are in charge and should only use what 
you need from the DDC� 

 To make a book card using the DDC, write the subject code in the upper left hand 
corner of the card.  As in the sample book card shown below, write the first three letters 
of the title under the subject code�  If there is more than one copy of the book, write the 
copy number below the letters from the title�  On separate lines in the centre of the card, 
write the title of the book, the author, the source, when it was acquired and the value�

Figure 14: Sample DDC card

Once you have created DDC cards for the library books, you should arrange them 
by subject code in a card catalogue or boxes�  When several books share the same code, 
put them in order by title�  You must also make a separate subject index where users can 
look up the DDC code for different subjects, since they must know the codes in order 
to use the shelf list (also called a classified catalogue in this case).  All that needs to 
be written on the subject index cards is the subject and the DDC code�  Here are some 
examples of  subject index cards:

Figure 15: Sample DDC subject index cards

Arrange the subject index cards in their own box or drawer in alphabetical order 
by subject�  If more than one word could be used to describe a subject, then make 
additional cards for those words�  For example, “carpentry” can also be called 
“woodworking.”  To help users find what they are looking for, make a card that says 
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“woodworking 694” just like the one for carpentry�   Try to think of all the words the 
people in your community are likely to use to describe each subject and make cards 
for them�

The above examples of how to assign a DDC subject code are pretty straightforward, 
but the DDC can be confusing.  For example, fiction is not supposed to be given a DDC 
subject code, but “literature” is�  You can use the literature category (800) for collections 
of poetry, stories or plays by different authors�  You can also use it for books about 
literature and for literature in foreign languages.  The distinction between “fiction” and 
“literature” is just one example of how the DDC can be confusing� 

This guide unfortunately cannot explain all the details of the DDC�  In fact, there are 
few people in the world who can honestly claim to fully understand it all�  If you have 
problems, try to find a more experienced librarian to help you.  Remember that the 
important thing is not to get the DDC subject codes perfect (it is possible to spend far too 
much time worrying about this), but to get information to your users�  The DDC is simply 
a tool to help you organise your library so that things are easy to find.

One great advantage of the DDC is that many books come with subject codes already in 
them�  Once you know where to look, using the pre-assigned codes (or a shorter version 
of them) can save you a lot of time.  When you open a book, the first page on the right 
side is usually the title page (sometimes there are one or more blank pages first).  Not 
surprisingly, the title page contains the full title of the book and may also state the author, 
editor, publisher, date and other information�  The back of this page is called the verso�  
The DDC code, if it appears, is usually on the verso near the bottom in very small print�  It 
will look something like 025.1–dc19.  The first part “025.1” is the DDC code.  The second 
part,”dc19,” just means a librarian used the 19th edition of the DDC to assign the code�

LABELLING
Once you have completed your shelf list, you will need to label the books and the shelves 
so that you and the users always know where the books belong�  On the spine of each 
book, write the subject code (and the section code if there is one)�  Also include any 
colours or symbols you have chosen to use with the subject codes (see above)�  Write the 
first three letters of the title as it appears on the title page under the subject code to make 
it easier to shelve the books in alphabetical order�  Also write the copy number (if needed) 
below the letters of the title�  You can use black and white permanent ink or labels to 
mark the books�  You can make coloured labels by using coloured tape or by colouring 
white labels with markers or crayons�  

Also write the subject and section codes and copy number on the inside cover of the 
book in case the spine label comes off�  If the spine is too narrow to write on, label the 
upper left corner of the cover being careful not to write over anything important�  You 
should also stamp the book with the name of the library in several different places so that 
people will know it belongs to the library�  You can have a rubber stamp made at most 
stationary or bookshops�  If you have trouble getting one, write the name of the library 
with permanent ink instead – use the kind that will not bleed through the pages.
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Figure 16: Labelling the books

Once labelled, the books are ready to go on the shelves�  If you use the card method, the 
books should be shelved in exactly the same order as they appear on the shelf list�  It is 
standard to shelve books from top to bottom and left to right (see figure 17).  Use the full 
name of the subject category followed by the subject code to determine the order of the 
books just as you did in the shelf list�  This will make it make it easier for users to browse 
the shelves because they will not have to remember the codes�   If you use the notebook 
method, the books should be in alphabetical order even if the shelf list entries are not�   If 
you used DDC subject code numbers, the books should be shelved in order by number 
(e�g� 100, 101, 101�2, 101�23, 102 etc�)

Do not to pack the books too tightly and leave space at the end of the shelves for new 
books�  When all the books are on the shelves, put up signs around the library indicating 
where readers can find each subject.  If you have chosen to use colours or symbols for 
the subjects, put these on the signs as well as the subject codes�  Put a subject label on 
each shelf�  It is best to use tape or removable labels in case you need to expand or move 
subjects�  You can use bricks or blocks of wood to indicate the sections� Tape labels onto 
the bricks with the name of the section and an arrow to show that the books for that section 
begin to the right of the brick (see figure 17).  Put up signs on the ends of double-sided 
bookshelves to indicate which subjects are on each side� Also put up signs around the 
library with floor plans that show where the different subjects are.  This will help users feel 
confident finding things on their own (see Involving the Community above)�  
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Figure 17: Labelling the shelves

When you have finished labelling the books and shelves, do not forget to make a list of 
all the subject categories, sections and codes used in the library�  Most small libraries will 
be able to display this information on a poster�  

If your library uses a large number of subject codes, you may need to create a subject 
index similar to the one described in the section about the DDC above�  To create a 
subject index, simply make cards with the name of the subject category followed by the 
subject code�  If you have divided your subject categories into sections, include the names 
of the sections and the section codes on the card for the subject category�  Also make 
cards for each section that direct users to the proper subject category�  A subject index  
is really only necessary for larger libraries that use more subject codes than users can 
easily browse through, or for libraries using the DDC.

Figure 18: Sample subject index cards for home-made categories

The card on the left shows the subject code for the category “agriculture” – AG.  It also 
shows the section codes for that category�  The card on the right tells the user that “grain 
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storage” is a section of the agriculture category�  A library user who wants a book on 
grain storage should look in the shelf list under “agriculture” and then in the section 
“grain storage�”

One important feature of a subject index is that it can help users to avoid confusion when 
several different words describe the same subject�  Imagine the frustration of someone 
who is looking for a book about multiplication, but doesn’t know that all the books on 
that subject are grouped together in a section called “arithmetic” in the subject category 
called “mathematics�”  This person could waste a lot of time looking around the library 
for the arithmetic section before finally discovering that he or she should be looking 
for the mathematics section.  You can make it easier for users to find subject categories 
by including related words or topics in your subject index with notes to see the proper 
subject category and section (if needed) as shown below� 

Figure 19: Sample cards for related words 

The card on the left tells the user that books on multiplication are located in the arithmetic 
section of the mathematics category�  The card on the right tells the user that all the books 
about medicine are listed under the subject category “health�”

ADVANCED ORGANISING IDEAS
A shelf list is an important and useful tool for locating books, but for some libraries, it 
may not be enough�  In a shelf list, each book has just one entry�  The entry corresponds 
to the book’s physical location on the shelves�  Since the books are shelved by subject, 
a shelf list allows users to easily find most of the books on a particular subject.  But 
problems arise when a book has more than one subject�  For example, a book about 
Chinese music could be shelved either with books about music or with books about 
China�  If it is shelved with the music books, someone who looked under China would 
never find it.  To avoid this problem, larger libraries usually make more than one card 
for books that have more than one subject�  In that case, the book would still be shelved 
with the music books, but it would also have a card in the China section�  This card 
would show that the book contains information about China, but that it is located in the 
music section�
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Figure 20: Additional subject cards

By creating several cards for a book, you can make it easier to find.  Most larger libraries 
have author and title cards in addition to the subject cards used in your shelf list�  These 
cards are usually organised into separate author, subject and title catalogues�  The 
catalogues allow users to find all the books by a particular author, even if they are about 
different subjects, or to find out if the library has a particular book when they only know 
the title�  Some libraries even have geographical cards that allow users to look for all the 
books that have information on one country, even when they are shelved under different 
subjects�  If you use these additional cards, remember to remove all of them when a book 
is lost or discarded�  For additional information about how to make and use title and 
author cards, see the manuals listed in the bibliography�  Here are sample subject, author 
and title cards for Raise Better Fish:
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Figure 21: Sample subject, author and title cards

Remember that subject, author and title cards are optional for small libraries�  Although 
they are undoubtedly very helpful, do not feel obligated to use them if you are already 
overwhelmed or over-worked�  It is more important to get the books onto the shelves in a 
timely manner than to have three (or more) cards for each book�

Action Steps:

1� Decide if you need to make a shelf list (if the answer is “no” skip the rest of this list)�
2� Create subject codes or use the ones from the DDC�
3� Assign each book a subject code�
4� Decide if you want to use the notebook method or the card method to make your shelf 

list�
5� Gather the materials you will need�
6� Make a shelf list according to the instructions for the method you choose�
7� Label the books�
8� Put the books on the shelf�
9. Label the shelves so that readers can find the books.
10� Make a poster or index with all the subject codes used in the library�
11� Update your shelf list frequently�

CIRCULATION
Decision point: How do I keep track of books that leave the library?
If the library committee has decided to let readers borrow books from the library, you 
will need to have a system for keeping track of who has the books and when they are 
due back�  As with cataloguing, there are many different systems for keeping track of 
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borrowed books�  Some are more complicated and expensive than others�  Two simple 
methods are presented below�  Keeping the system simple will make it easy to use and 
increase the chance that people will follow the rules�

Before you begin lending out books, you need to register your borrowers�  This means 
writing down information about how to contact them in case they forget to return a book�  
If your library charges borrowers a yearly fee (see Making the Rules above), registering 
them can help you keep track of who has paid�  For each borrower, record the following 
information: name, address or neighbourhood (or any other information you could use 
to send them a message), and the date they paid their borrower’s fee (if applicable)�  
For children, also include their age, parents’ names and school�  It is best to write this 
information on cards and place them in a box alphabetically by family name�  

Using cards makes it quick and easy to find information about any borrower.  If you 
choose to use a notebook, divide it into sections for each letter of the alphabet�  Address 
books are available at most stationary or bookshops and are already divided in this 
way, or you can make your own from a ring binder (recommended because you can add 
paper to any section)�  You can also make an address book by gluing tabs into a regular 
notebook�  If you use any type of notebook, you will have to look through all the entries 
in a section each time you want to look up a borrower�  You can register borrowers the 
first time they borrow a book.  Once borrowers are registered, use one of the following 
method to keep track of the books they use�

1� Circulation Notebook: 
Materials
A large notebook (any type)
A ruler or straight edge for making columns
Pens and/or pencils
Some slips of paper
Paste, tape or glue

Create your circulation notebook by drawing the following six columns on the pages of 
a blank notebook as shown: date, borrower’s name, book title, date due, date returned, 
and fines.

Figure 22: Sample circulation notebook

Date Name Title Date 
due

Date Returned Fines

April 10 Kofi Agbale Tales from the Forest April 24 April 26 10¢ paid
“ “ Grow More Vegetables “ April 26 10¢ paid

April 14 Elena Rodriguez Love in the Time of Cholera April 28 April 27 No
“ “ Basic Accounting “ April 28 No
“ “ Small Business Management “ April 28 No

In the example above, borrowers were allowed to take out up to three books for two 
weeks�  Ditto marks (“) mean that the information for a line is the same as the line above�  
If the books were returned on time and in good condition, the borrower was not charged 
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a fine.  If the books were late, the borrower was charged 5¢ per day.  If your library does 
not charge any fines, you do not need a fines column.  Always record the return date so 
that you know which books have been returned and which are still out�  If the library has 
more than one copy of a book being borrowed, you should also record the copy number 
next to the title so that it is clear which copy the user has�  

Before letting someone borrow a book, you or your assistant should check to see if they 
are registered and then record the date, name of the borrower, title of the book and the due 
date in the circulation notebook as shown above�  Then stamp or write the due date on a slip 
of paper that has been glued, taped or pasted onto the inside cover of the book so that the 
borrower will know when to return it�  Remind users that they can borrow a book again if 
they have not finished reading it.  This may encourage them to bring it back on time.

When a book is returned, record the return date in the circulation notebook and check 
the book for damage.  If the book is on time and in good condition, write “no” in the fine 
column (if your library does not charge fines, you do not need to do this).  If the book is 
late and/or damaged, record the amount of the fine and whether or not it was paid.  You 
may wish to keep a separate list of borrowers who owe the library money and/or write 
this on their registration�  By checking the registrations often, you can also tell when it 
is time for borrowers to pay their annual user fee (if your library charges one)�  Many 
libraries will not let people that owe money borrow more books until they pay the fine or 
fee�  Check the due date and return date columns often to see which books are overdue 
and remind the borrowers to return them�

Writing down all of this information in a circulation notebook takes time�  Many busy 
libraries therefore use a system involving cards and pockets to make it faster and easier 
to check out books�  There are many card systems currently being used�  One called 
the Browne Issue system is very popular in the former British colonies�  If your library 
checks out a large number of books each day, then you should think about using a card 
system� Consider visiting a library that uses such a system before setting one up in your 
library�  Be sure to ask if the library purchases the book cards and pockets or makes them 
and how much this costs�  Ask if you can try checking a few books in and out to see how 
the system works�  Here is a description of a simple card system:

2� Card Circulation System:
Materials
Cards for information about each book
Card pockets (to be glued inside each book)
A box for holding cards
Stiff paper for making dividers
A ruler or straight edge for making columns
Pens and/or pencils
Some slips of paper
Paste, tape or glue
A date stamp (optional)
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For each book, make a “borrowing” card�  Write the subject and section code (or DDC 
number) in the upper left corner.  Below that, write the first three letters of the title and 
copy number (if needed), just as you did on the shelf list card�  Write the full title next to 
the subject code�  Make two columns below the title for the name of the borrower and the 
due date as shown in figure 21.

Figure 23: Sample borrowing card

Glue a card pocket onto the inside of the back cover of each book�  You can purchase 
these pockets from a library supply store (ask local libraries that use such a system where 
they get theirs) or make your own from stiff paper and glue or by cutting letter-sized 
envelopes in half�  Glue a slip of paper onto the last page of the book opposite the card 
pocket�  Write “Due Date” at the top of the slip�  Place the book card inside the book 
pocket�  The book is now ready to be borrowed�

Figure 24: Book with card pocket and due date slip
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To check a book out, remove the borrowing card from the card pocket and write the 
borrower’s name and the due date on the card�  File the cards in a box by the due date 
using pieces of stiff paper to make sections for the dates�  Also write or stamp the due 
date on the slip of paper you attached to the last page of the book so that the borrower 
will know when to return it� When a borrower returns a book, retrieve the borrowing 
card from the file and cross off the borrower’s name (as shown in figure 21 above).  Then 
replace the card in the card pocket and return the book to the shelf�  This card system 
makes it very easy to check books out and see which books are overdue�

Although card systems make it faster to check books out, circulation notebooks have 
certain advantages that may make them worth the effort�  A circulation notebook 
provides a record of all the books borrowed from the library�  You can use this important 
information when evaluating the library and weeding the collection (see Evaluation and 
Weeding below)�  It shows how many books are borrowed from the library each month 
and which books are checked out the most often�  Circulation notebooks can also make it 
easy to keep track of the fines people owe.

INVENTORY
At least once a year, you should take an inventory, which means checking to see if any 
of the materials listed on the shelf list are missing from the library�  Close the library for 
a day (or more) and put all the books in order on the shelves�  Starting at the beginning 
of the shelf list, check to see if every book listed is present�  This is easiest with two 
people – one to read off the titles from the shelf list and another to look for the books on 
the shelves�  If a book is present, write the date and a check mark on the shelf list (at the 
bottom of the book card or in the margin of the notebook)�  If the book is missing, check 
to see if someone has borrowed it�  If someone has, write “out” on the shelf list next to 
the date.  If you cannot find the book and no one has borrowed it, write “missing” on 
the shelf list and move on to the next book�  The book may simply be shelved wrong, in 
which case you will find it later.

When you have completed the inventory, make a list of the books still missing�  Give a 
copy of the list to the library committee and post a copy in the library�  Over time, some 
books may be returned�  If there are many items missing, you may need to improve 
security at the library and/or start an inquiry to discover what happened to the books (see 
Controlling Theft)�  You could even offer a small reward for their return�

WEEDING
Weeding a library serves much the same purpose as weeding a garden�  Removing worn or 
damaged books makes room for new materials�  It improves the appearance of the library 
and encourages people to take good care of the books�  The yearly inventory gives you the 
chance to see if each book is in good condition�  If not, you should set it aside to mend (see 
Taking Care of the Books below) or permanently remove it from the library�

Some books may be in perfect condition, but are really not appropriate for the library�  
Their contents may be old and outdated – perhaps even dangerous. They may be the 
wrong reading level for your library users or written in a language they do not speak�  
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Community members may not be interested in certain books because they contain 
information that is unrelated to their culture, customs or situation (for example, a book 
about how to ski would not be very relevant in Grenada)�  

It is sometimes difficult to convince members of the library committee that weeding 
is necessary�  To avoid criticism, you should try to gain their support before removing 
any books�  In the section Getting Materials, you worked with the community to create 
a collection policy�  Use this collection policy now to remind the committee which 
subjects are most important to the community�  Books on other topics may be taking up 
space that could be used for more useful materials�  The circulation notebook described 
above is a record of which books have been borrowed from the library�  You can use it to 
find out how many people have read a particular book.  If no one has borrowed a book 
for a long time, it may mean that people are not interested in it�  There may be other 
reasons, however, why people do not borrow a useful book�  Showing that an outdated 
or inappropriate book is not being used supports removing it, but do not remove a book 
simply because it has not been borrowed without first trying to find out why (e.g. it may 
have been shelved wrong or the title may be confusing)�

It may make committee members feel better about removing books from the library 
if you can find another use for them.  You could try to sell unwanted books to raise 
money for new materials (do not sell donated books if this is against the donor 
organisation’s regulations)�  Merchants may be willing to purchase old newspapers to 
wrap merchandise�  Giving away back issues of magazines may encourage people not to 
take current issues�  If there is a problem with the reading level, language or subject of 
the books, you could try to find another library that can use them.  For example, a rural 
library might give a book on urban planning to a city library�  You should never sell or 
give away books that contain outdated or false information�  These books should only be 
used for scrap paper or fuel�  If the committee absolutely opposes removing books from 
the library, try to get permission to at least take some books off the shelves�

Action Steps:

1� Register borrowers�
2� Decide if you plan to use a circulation notebook or a card and pocket system�
3� Prepare the notebook or cards as described above�
4� Check often for overdue books�
5. Record any fees or fines owed by the borrower and whether or not they were paid 

(only if your library charges fees and fines).
6� Do an inventory at least once a year�
7� Weed the collection at least once a year�

COMPUTERS
It is becoming standard for libraries to use computers instead of cards or notebooks to 
record information about books and users�  When they work, and the library staff has 
good training, computers are very powerful tools�  They enable library users to quickly 
and easily search for information in many different ways (e�g� by subject, title, author, 
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key word or anything else recorded in the computer)�  Yet, the librarian only has to make 
one computer entry for each book instead of filling out several cards.  Computers can 
tell the librarian at a touch of a button which books are overdue, who has them and that 
person’s address�  Indeed, a computer is truly the best tool for keeping all the records in 
the library, if and when it works�

However, before you spend a lot of time raising money to buy a computer or even begin 
using a donated one to keep track of the library’s collection, there are a lot of things you 
need to consider�  If all of your records are on the computer, your library will be completely 
paralysed if it does not work�  Unlike cards and notebooks, computers are sensitive to dust, 
heat and humidity�  They break easily during transport and can only be repaired by highly 
trained experts�  Replacement parts can be hard, if not impossible, to get and a reliable 
source of electricity is essential� Sometimes, computers manufactured in one country 
require an electrical converter to run in another country�  Electrical surges can damage them, 
and power outages can cause information to be lost�  Libraries in developing countries 
must often use second-hand or obsolete machines that are even harder to get parts for and 
more likely to break than modern equipment�  It would be a tragedy to enter all the library’s 
records into a computer only to lose that information when the computer breaks�

Another problem is deciding which “software” to use with your computer�  Software 
is what makes it possible for people to use computers for different tasks�  There is 
software for word processing, spreadsheets, databases, drawing, managing finances and 
many other tasks�  Software can be very expensive, and not all software works with 
all computers.  In general, the older the machine, the harder it is to find software for 
it.  Without software, your computer would be useless – that is why many people are 
forced to replace older computers�  It is beyond the scope of this manual to describe the 
many different types of software available�  However, CDS/ISIS, which is an easy to 
use information storage and retrieval software package for libraries, is distributed free to 
libraries in developing countries by UNESCO and is widely used throughout the world� 

If you would like to fully explore the benefits and problems of using a computer to 
manage your collection, you should make arrangements to visit a local library that 
is already using computers�  The librarian at such a library can give you invaluable 
information about resolving the problems mentioned above, as well as suggestions about 
where you can get software and training locally� Depending on the skills you have, you 
may need general training in the fundamentals of using and caring for a computer and/or 
specialised training in how to use particular software�  Specialised training is absolutely 
necessary if you plan to use a computer for the library’s catalogue�

If you are not absolutely certain that you will have the funding, technical support, 
training, software and other items necessary to maintain a computer, you should not 
use one to keep track of the library’s collection�  Instead, you could use a computer to 
write reports and letters, make a library newsletter, make signs, print book cards, play 
games and complete other tasks�  You could also use it to create pamphlets, brochures 
or information sheets in local languages (see Community Involvement above)� These are 
tasks that even someone who has never used a computer before can learn fairly quickly 
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with the right software and help from a good teacher�  You can also raise money by 
teaching or hosting classes about using the computer and by letting the public pay to use 
it during certain hours�  

In addition, you can use a computer with a CD ROM (Compact Disk Read Only Memory) 
drive to view many databases and multimedia materials�  CD ROMs are small, durable 
plastic disks that can store as much information as a multi-volume reference set – complete 
with pictures, sounds and even video clips�  Since they are small and easy to ship, many 
book donation organisations have begun offering CD ROMs� 

If the library has a phone and the proper equipment and software, it can also use a 
computer to send and receive electronic messages (email) or browse the World Wide 
Web – a global network of computers containing an unlimited amount of information.  
Both email and the Web are good research tools and can be used to find out more about 
international organisations�  Libraries must have an account with Internet Service 
Provider in order to use email or the Web� “Internet Cafés” where people can pay to use 
computers hooked up to the Internet are becoming more common throughout the world� 
To find out more about the services available in your country and the cost, contact a 
university library or computer science department�  Sometimes the phone company also 
has information about these services�

Action Steps:

1. Explore the costs and benefits of having a computer for the library.
2� Visit a library that uses computers�
3� Find sources for funding and training�
4� Decide if and how you want to use a computer in the library�

CONTROLLING THEFT
Decision point:  How can I prevent the theft of library materials?
Unfortunately, there is no way to completely prevent book theft�  Most libraries should 
expect to lose some books over the years and include the cost of replacing them in the 
budget.  The surest way to prevent theft is also the most drastic – keep all the books under 
lock and key and only let users read them under supervision in the library�  Since storing 
books in locked cabinets and only allowing the librarian to retrieve them is neither practical 
nor desirable for many libraries, try using some of the methods below to limit theft:

Community education – educate people about the value of the books for the community.  
Explain how removing books from the library hurts everyone and ask people to be on 
the look out for missing books�  In particular, you might ask parents and teachers to set 
a good example and encourage responsible book use by members of their families�  You 
should also make sure that merchants know what the library stamp looks like and where 
library books are stamped�  Ask them not to re-sell any library books without checking 
first with the library.
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Label the books – people are less likely to try to sell books that have the library’s name 
stamped or written on them�  Be sure to stamp them in more than one place using ink that 
will not rub off�  One good place to stamp them is along the edge where the pages come 
together because it is hard to remove marks from this area�

Keep accurate records – people are less likely to steal if they think they will be caught. 
You can find out which books are missing by doing regular inventories.  You can identify 
borrowers who do not return books by keeping a circulation notebook�

Put wire mesh on all the windows – this works better than bars because people cannot 
pass the books through it�

Have only one door – it is easier for the librarian to keep an eye on people if they must 
enter and exit through the same door�

Check bags – ask people to leave their bags with the librarian while using the library.

Be selective – only lend books to people from the community.  Visitors from other places 
may take the books home with them and not bring them back�

Use magazine folders – magazines and newspapers are small and easy to remove from 
the library�  You can make it harder for people to take them by putting the current issues 
inside a large folder made of stiff paper or cardboard and passing a tiny lock through a 
hole punched in the folder and magazine or newspaper�  You can reuse the folders and 
locks for new issues as they come in�  Back issues are less likely to be stolen� 

Take a deposit – require users to leave money or something else of value in exchange for 
the books�  Return the money when they return the books�  At least one library in Africa 
confiscates the shoes of students who do not return books on time.  Needless to say, the 
students usually bring the books back quickly!

Involve the public – write a list of missing books and ask the public to help you find 
them�  Someone may know who has them�

Offer a reward – this may work particularly well for school libraries.

Name names – you can ask religious or community leaders to read the names of people 
who have not returned books during public gatherings�  While this is quite a drastic step, 
several librarians in Africa attest that it is effective�

Withhold diplomas or school certificates – school libraries should consider 
withholding the diplomas, certificates, exam results etc. of students who have not 
returned books at the end of the school year�  Issue their diplomas when the librarian 
certifies that the students have returned or paid for the books.

Keep valuable books in the library – don’t let anyone borrow a book you cannot afford 
to replace�
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Though it may be impossible to completely stop book theft, using the methods above 
can help to reduce losses�  Over time, these techniques, when combined with community 
pressure, may have excellent results�

Action Steps:

1� Take an inventory of how many books are missing from the library�
2� Use the suggestions listed above to reduce theft�
3� If these suggestions do not help, you may need to change your lending policy�

TAKING CARE OF THE BOOKS
Decision point:  How do I take care of the books?
Paper and books are very fragile�  They can be damaged by sun, moisture, dust, dryness, 
and many insects find them delicious.  The moment you put the books on the shelf, you 
expose them to potential harm�  Here are some things that damage books and some steps 
you can take to fight them:

Moisture – is a disaster for any library.  It dissolves paper and glue and encourages the 
growth of mould.  The best way to fight the damp is to make sure that the roof and walls 
of the library are water-tight and that there is good ventilation�  Using shelves with open 
backs promotes the flow of air.  Leave enough space between the shelves and between 
shelves and the wall to allow air to circulate�

Direct sunlight – makes paper brittle and yellow.  Use curtains, blinds or shutters to 
shield books from direct sun�

Dirt – one way to protect books from dirt and damage is to cover them.  You can use 
old paper, plastic bags, special plastic covering available at bookshops or other materials 
to cover the books�  The method shown below works well with old newspapers�  If you 
cover the books with paper, remember to put a spine label on the cover as well as the 
book�  You should also write the author and title on the front and spine of the new cover� 

Figure 25: How to cover books

Insects – love to eat paper and glue.  Regularly removing the books from the shelves 
and dusting them with a soft dry cloth (never use water) will help dislodge any insects 
that have crawled between the pages�  If your shelves have legs, you can put them in 
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cans filled with water and a thin layer of oil, soap, or kerosene.  You can also fill the cans 
with a solution made by soaking neem tree leaves in warm water overnight (replace this 
solution weekly)�  Be sure to move the shelves out from the wall or the insects will climb 
up that way instead�  Never spray chemical insecticide directly on the books because 
it can damage the paper and may be unsafe for readers to handle�  Talk to your local 
agriculture extension agent about safe plants, herbs and natural compounds you can use 
to repel insects�  If the shelves don’t have legs, consider putting them on bricks or blocks 
of wood treated as described above� 

Figure 26: Protecting shelves from insects 

People  – also damage books.  It is important to educate library users (especially children) 
about how to care for the books they borrow or use in the library�  They should always 
handle them gently with clean hands�  They should never spill food or wax on them or 
tear or fold the pages�  They should use a bookmark to keep their place instead of laying 
the book down with the pages open (this can crack the spine)�  They should never shut 
thick objects, such as pens, between the pages�  The librarian should post the rules for 
handling the books, and any fines for damaging them, on a large colourful sign in the 
library (see Community Involvement above)�

Of course, it is inevitable that some books will be damaged by normal use�  You therefore 
need to have supplies on hand for book repair such as tape, glue, twine, rubber erasers, 
paper and cardboard�  If a page is torn, apply transparent tape to both sides of the page 
so that the ends overlap and stick to each other�  Then trim off the excess�  Erase pencil 
marks by stroking gently in one direction with a soft eraser�  Never wet or wash the 
books�  You can reinforce the spines of books with heavy cloth tape or with cloth and 
glue�  To make paperbacks last longer, glue cardboard to the insides of the covers�  
Choose cardboard that is strong, but not too thick�  Then reinforce the spine with tape so 
that the covers do not rip off�  

Here is a method you can use to re-cover a book that is falling apart�  First remove the 
old covers and spine�  Then carefully stitch together the pages making sure that they are 
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all there and in the right order�  At the same time, stitch a piece of cloth in place over 
the spine�  You may need to use a pin to punch holes in the pages a few at a time before 
threading the cord through the holes�  Use very strong thread or light twine to securely 
bind the pages together�  Then glue the new covers, or the old ones, onto the cloth and 
cover the spine, stitches and left edges of the covers with heavy tape or another strip of 
cloth�  If the inside margin of the paper (the white space where the stitches go) is not 
wide enough, you will not be able to read some of the words once the pages are stitched 
together, so make sure you have enough room, at least 3cm, before you begin�  Make your 
stitches about 1cm from the left edge of the paper so that the pages don’t rip out easily�  
Since this method is very time consuming, use it only when the damaged book is valuable 
or hard to replace�  Otherwise, discard the damaged book and replace it with a new one�

Figure 27: How to repair books

With proper care and cleaning, the library books will be a treasured community resource 
for many generations!

Action Steps:

1� Use some of the techniques mentioned above to protect books from moisture sunlight, 
dirt and insects�

2� Educate users about the proper way to handle books�
3� Promptly repair any damaged books�

EVALUATION
Decision Point:  How do we find out how well the library is serving the community?
In order to find out how well the library is serving the community and what areas could 
be improved, you need to do an evaluation.  Start your evaluation by finding out some 
basic facts about the library such as how many people use it, how many books they 
take out, whether this number is increasing or decreasing and what kinds of books are 
popular.  Fortunately, you can find out most of these facts from the good records you 
keep�  The circulation notebook tells you how many books are borrowed each month 
and which books are the most popular�  Your shelf list tells you how many materials you 
have in each subject and when they were acquired�  Your list of registered borrowers tells 
you how many people use the library and where they live�  You can use these records to 
discover other facts as well, such as the number of children using the library or how many 
books were purchased in the last year�
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Facts are only part of the picture, however, and you also need to talk to library users, and 
some non-users, to find out what the facts really mean.  For example, you could discover 
from looking at the circulation notebook that the number of books borrowed has been 
dropping for the past few months�  Is this because you haven’t added any new books in 
a while, or because the literacy teacher moved to a new town, or because it is harvest 
season and people are too busy to read?  It could be all or none of these things and your 
task is to find out which ones matter.  

It is important to find out what people really think about the library and why they do or 
do not use it�  There are many ways you can get this information�  You could create a 
suggestion box, hold a community meeting, talk to people individually and/or ask library 
users to fill out a questionnaire.  Make a special effort to find people who have never used 
the library, or have stopped using it, and ask them why�  Ask the library committee to 
find out what their friends and neighbours think about the library. Then have a committee 
meeting to share what you have learned�  

You should also make frequent reports to the library committee about the general status 
of the library�  Let them know how the fundraising is going, how much money has been 
spent or received since the last committee meeting and whether or not you are within 
your budget�  Also inform them if any materials have been acquired or lost and give an 
update on any programs at the library�  These reports are crucial for good communication 
between you and the committee�  They give you an opportunity to ask for help and 
suggestions, as well as to share your success stories�

There are many important uses for the information you gather about the library�  If you 
find an increase in users, literacy, school performance or resources, use this information 
to demonstrate the success of the library to the community, local government and book 
donors�  You can share this information by writing a letter to a local newspaper or library 
association, sending copies of a report to government officials and book donors or 
creating a brochure with facts about the library�  Many donor organisations require this 
type of evaluation and will be happy to learn that the library is doing well and that they 
are supporting a successful project�  Be careful, however, not to exaggerate the library’s 
success�  Ignoring problems will not make them go away�  On the contrary, reporting 
things like theft or lack of funding for new books can get people involved in finding 
solutions� Reporting both the successes and the problems at the library will make people 
more willing to trust and help you� 

Much of the information that you gather can be looked at in more than one way�  
For example, if you discover that the majority of the library users are elementary 
school students, you could decide to focus on buying more books of interest to them�  
Alternately, you might decide to expand your collection of books for older students and 
adults to encourage more of them to use the library�  Neither idea is bad and it is up to the 
library committee to decide which is better for the community�  

Similarly, you may find that more men than women use the library, or that some groups, 
such as the elderly or poor, do not use it all.  You should talk with these groups to find 
out how the library can reach out to them�  You might need to change the hours, lower 
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fees, start a literacy class or create scholarships�  If you take the time to do a thorough 
evaluation, you can be confident that the library’s policies will be based on good 
information�  

Every time you evaluate the library, be sure to share your findings with the community.  
Prepare a report summarising the information you gathered�  If you have made any policy 
changes based on your findings, inform the community and ask people what they think of 
the changes�  Always remember that the library is there to serve the community and could 
not exist without its support�  Good communication between the librarian, the library 
committee and the community is the key to building a healthy future for the library�

Action Steps:

1� Use the library’s records to gather facts�
2� Talk to library users and community members to help you interpret the facts and get 

suggestions�
3� Use all the information from the records and the community to set policies for the 

library�
4. Report your findings and any policy changes to the community.

EXPANSION
Decision point:  When should we expand the library?
When you no longer have enough space in the library for all the readers and books, it is 
clearly time to expand�  You may also need to expand when you notice that fewer people 
are coming to the library because nothing new has been added in a long time, or because 
they can never get the books they want�  As always, people must not only want there to 
be more space for the library, they must also be willing to raise the money and/or donate 
the labour and materials needed�  A good way to judge if the community is ready for this 
next step is to ask for volunteers to serve on a special library expansion committee�  You 
might want to ask several carpenters, masons, roofers and other builders to be on this 
committee�  Unlike the library committee, which is generally a small focused group, your 
expansion committee should be large�  There will be plenty of tasks for everyone�  Since 
expansion may be very expensive and time consuming, you should make sure that people 
are committed to a long-term effort�

Action Steps:

1� Decide if community interest and lack of space justify expansion�
2� Recruit volunteers to help�

Decision Point: How should we expand the library?
Expanding the library can mean anything from adding shelf space to constructing a new 
building�  The bigger the project, the more time, money, effort and resources it will take, 
so you might want to start by looking for small ways to improve the situation�  You can 
make more space for books by using rows of double-sided shelves instead of single-sided 
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shelves against the wall (see figure 28).  Rearranging the furniture or buying new 
furniture made to fit the library can also save space.  Giving away or selling used or worn 
out books can make room for new books�  As mentioned above, yearly weeding and the 
inventory are a great opportunity to remove books that are no longer useful�  If part of the 
library is being used for storage or as an office, try to move those things elsewhere.

Figure 28: Saving space with double-sided shelves 

If the library is still too crowded after making these changes, try to move to a different 
location or expand the space you have� Could you get a bigger room at the school?  Is 
there space in the church or community centre?  Does someone own an old building 
you could fix up in exchange for the right to use it?  You could make more room for 
students by building an inexpensive porch on the front of the library or by building 
covered study areas in the school yard�  If the climate is warm, a simple thatched roof 
supported by poles may be all you need�  Sometimes, it may be possible to combine two 
rooms by knocking out a wall or putting in a door�  Adding onto a structure may also be 
more economical than building a new one�  You can add rooms to the back or side of a 
building�  You can even build a second story�

Finally, if none of these measures work, it may be time to construct a new library�  The 
great advantage of this is that you can design the new building to have all the features 
most important for a library�  Often, libraries located in buildings or rooms designed for 
another purpose lack adequate light, ventilation and security�  Your new library will have 
all that and more, but it will also cost you and the community some time and money�  
Here is a list of some things to consider when designing the library: 

Location – choose a place that is centrally located and does not flood during the rainy season.  
If possible, get enough land so there will be room for expansion if needed in later years�
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Light  – readers need bright places to study, but books are damaged by direct sun.  It is 
therefore a good idea to locate most of the windows near the study areas and away from 
the books.  Planting shade trees near the building or using curtains or blinds to filter the 
light also helps�  Direct sun can cause eyestrain in addition to book damage�  Another 
option is to use skylights over the study tables.  If you use tin roofing, you can replace 
one or two pieces with transparent corrugated plastic roofing.  It is relatively expensive, 
but you only need a little bit�  If you are planning to install a ceiling below the roof, leave 
openings for the light�  If you prefer, you can cover the openings with pieces of plastic 
roofing, sheer cloth, or other transparent materials.  Unless you have reliable electricity, 
provide kerosene or battery powered lanterns for night-time study and cloudy days�

Moisture  – books mould quickly if kept in a damp dark place.  This is another reason 
why you need to have windows in the library�  Allowing air to circulate through the 
building and indirect sunlight (e.g. filtered through a curtain or blind) to fall on the books 
will help to keep the mould under control�  Air circulation is increased by using shelves 
without backs�  You will have more space for shelves if you locate the windows high 
in the wall�  Be sure that the roof overhangs the walls enough to prevent any rain from 
entering and that leaks are repaired promptly�

Temperature – in hot climates, ventilation is just as important for the people as it is for 
the books!  Leaving space between the top of the walls and the roof will allow the hot air 
to escape�  Installing a ceiling and planting shade trees help to cut down on the amount 
of heat transmitted to readers by the sun beating down on the roof� Thatch roofs tend to 
absorb less heat than tin, but they can be leaky and require more maintenance�  In a cold 
climate, you may need to install a stove or fireplace. In these areas, the walls and ceilings 
should be thick and air-tight to keep in the heat�

Security – you should install window bars, screens and/or locking shutters to prevent 
theft�  There should be only one door to make it easier for the librarian to monitor 
comings and goings, and it should be solid and secured by a good lock (dead-bolts are the 
best) when the library is not in use�  Never lock the door when the library is being used so 
that people can get out quickly in case of an emergency�

Space – this is really the most important thing to consider when making your plans.  
Cost will probably determine how large you can make the library, but even the smallest 
building must have space for books, a work area for the librarian and a comfortable study 
area�  If you are able, also include areas for activities and displays and plenty of space for 
growth�  The layout and furniture for the library are discussed in more detail below�

Materials – libraries can be constructed from a wide variety of building materials.  A 
Peace Corps Volunteer in Namibia even worked with a community to build one out of 
discarded bottles and cement�5  Choose materials that are locally available, durable and 
suited to the climate�  Weigh the advantages and disadvantages of different materials�  
Cement blocks and tin roofing may be more durable than mud bricks and thatch, but they 
may also be more expensive and difficult to replace.  Where termites are a problem, you 
may need to avoid wood or raise the building on “legs�”  Each leg should be surrounded 
5 WorldWIDE News, Number 1, 1995�  For more information, write to WorldWIDE Network, 1627 K St� 
NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20006 U�S�A�
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by a trench filled with water and a mild insecticide such as soap.  Books are extremely 
heavy for their size so make sure that the floor is very well supported.

Since it is too late to make changes once the building is finished, you should think about 
the placement of the windows, doors, shelves, study areas and work spaces before you 
begin construction�  Include considerably more shelf space than you currently need or 
there will be no room for new materials.  The floor plan below may give you some ideas 
for the layout of your new library.  You can make your own floor plans by cutting out 
paper furniture shapes similar to the ones below and arranging them inside an outline of 
the library building�

Figure 29: Sample floor plan

In the floor plan above, double-sided shelves were used to maximise space for books.  
The windows were located near the study areas where people need light and away from 
the bookshelves�  There is only one door and it is located near the librarian’s desk�  This 
makes it easier for the librarian to see who is coming and going, and it makes it easier for 
the library users to see and approach the librarian�  

The next largest expense after the cost of the building will probably be the cost of the 
furniture. In addition to the furniture shown in the floor plan above, you may also want 
to include a card catalogue, supply cabinet, vertical file(s), browser box and/or a display 
rack for periodicals� Try to get a library supply company to send you a catalogue or 
borrow one from another library�  Local artisans can often make replicas of the furniture 
based on the photos or drawings in the catalogue�  

Shelves can be made from many materials including packing crates, bamboo slats lashed 
together and/or planks supported by stacks of bricks�  The most important thing is that 
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the shelves are very strong and have enough braces to support the weight of the books�  
If you use open-backed shelves, which is a good idea because they allow air to circulate, 
they should have braces stretching from corner to corner across the back to make them 
stronger.  Avoid making the shelves so tall that people have difficulty seeing the books 
on the upper shelves or so low that they must stoop�  Shorter shelves are good for the 
children’s area or under windows where tall shelves can’t fit.  Since books come in all 
different heights, adjustable shelves are ideal�  Brick and plank shelves are easy to adjust�  
Here is another model for adjustable shelves:

Figure 30: Adjustable shelves

You can also make other furniture from the materials available in your community�  You 
can use boxes, benches, stools, oil drums or other materials for seating�  Flour sacks or 
grain bags nailed to the wall make a good display area  (attach notices by pinning them to 
the fabric).  Children (and some adults) may prefer sitting on mats on the floor, which is 
very economical.  As described above, you can make a vertical file from a cardboard box.  
You can move the furniture aside or stack it against the wall for special activities, such 
as puppet shows or other performances�  As mentioned above, attaching a simple porch 
to the front of the library creates a very pleasant and inexpensive study area in a warm 
climate�  You can furnish the porch with benches and tables� 

Once you decide on a plan for the building and furniture, you will have to figure out 
how much it will cost and whether or not you can afford it (see Budgeting above)�  Shop 
owners, carpenters and masons can help you estimate prices� You can reduce costs by 
getting land, materials and labour donated�  Offering to feed the workers lunch while 
they are on the job, inscribing their names on a plaque or sign in the library and/or 
honouring them with a party are good ways to encourage people to volunteer or donate 
supplies�  Using materials available in the community will cut down the transportation 
costs and make repairs easier�  See the section on raising funds above and the Resource 
Guide in the back of the manual for suggestions about how to raise money to pay for the 
labour and supplies you cannot get donated�  When you are making your plans, be sure 
to remember that maintaining a building also requires labour, materials and money�   It is 
very discouraging to construct a new library only to have it looking shabby in a few years 
due to lack of maintenance, so make sure you have a long term maintenance plan before 
you begin construction�
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Action Steps:

1� Decide how you want to expand the library: rearrange the space you have, move to a 
different location or build a new building�

2� If you decide to construct a building, list all the features you would like it to have�
3� Plan a building that will meet all of your needs�
4� Ask people to donate land, labour and materials for the building�
5� Raise money for the things you cannot get donated�
6� Decide if you can afford the building you have planned, and if not, change the plan�
7� Decide how you will pay for maintenance�
8� Start building!

As you use this manual and resource guide, remember that every time your work helps 
one community member find the answer to a health question or learn a new skill, you 
make the community a better place�  If your work helps one person learn to read, it gives 
that person the key to a new world�  A successful library promotes the love of reading�  It 
does not matter if the collection is small or the shelf list imperfect as long as the library 
encourages the community to read, discover and learn�  Reading gives people power to 
change their lives and communities�  Congratulations for caring about books and helping 
others to care!
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KEY WORDS

Balance Sheet – a list of income and expenses by date.
Book Jobber – also called a “purchasing agent,” is a company that orders books for 
libraries�
Book Plate – a label with the name of the library that can be glued onto a blank page at 
the front of a book (see figure 1).  It can have space for the name of the person or place 
that donated the book�
Browser Box – a place to put interesting or new materials that you want users to see.
Card Catalogue – a cabinet with drawers for holding book cards.
Catalogue – a complete list of the books in the library.  Some common types of 
catalogues are author catalogues, subject catalogues (classified catalogues) and title 
catalogues�
CD ROM –  (Compact Disk Read Only Memory) a small disk made of metal and plastic 
used for electronically storing databases, text, images, sounds, and software�
Collection Policy – a written description of what materials the library would like to have 
(e�g� most important subjects, languages, reading levels, age, etc�) and how donations will 
be used�  It may also describe materials the library does not want (e�g� damaged, outdated, 
sexist, racist, etc�)�
Classification – the process of sorting non-fiction books into different subject categories.
Consensus – when all the members of a group reach an agreement on an issue or 
decision�
Circulation – the process of lending books to users.
Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) – a standard system for sorting non-fiction books 
by subject�
Distance Learning – courses taken by post or using the Internet.
Email  –  electronic messages sent from one computer to another using a phone line and 
the Internet (see below)�
Fiction – materials about imaginary characters, places or events (e.g. stories).
Information Resources – all of the ways that people get information including books, 
newspapers, radio, television and other people�
Interest – money paid by the bank to people holding accounts with a positive balance.  
People who owe money to the bank have to pay interest to the bank�  The amount of the 
interest is usually a percentage of the balance in the account�
Internet – an international network of computers that can be used to send and receive 
email (see above), access information on the World Wide Web (see below) and exchange 
information in other ways�
Internet Service Provider –  a company that provides its customers with email or 
World Wide Web access�  Customers are given a phone number they can call to connect 
their computer with the company’s computer (called a server)�  Your computer must be 
connected to a server in order to check your email or browse the Web�
Inventory – all of the materials in the library. “Taking inventory” means checking to see 
if any materials are missing from the library�
Junior Colour Code – a version of the Dewey Decimal Classification used by school 
libraries�
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Line Item Budget –  a list of all the library’s expenses and income by the type of expense 
(e.g. new books) or fundraising event (e.g. raffle).
Networking – the process of researching and contacting people and organisations that 
can help the library�
Non-fiction – materials that contain facts and information.
Non-governmental Organisation (NGO) – private groups working for the public good.  
They are also called charities, non-profits, aid organisations, relief organisations and other 
names depending on the type of work they do and the location�
Operating Manual – a manual describing the rules and procedures used in the library.  
It should include information about how the books are organised and circulated, how 
records are kept, the duties of the librarian and any other helpful information about 
running the library�
Periodical – any item such as a newspaper, magazine or annual report that is published 
regularly (periodically)�  Most periodical have a volume number, issue number and/or 
date on the front cover�
Publisher – a company, NGO, government agency or other organisation that produces 
and distributes books, periodicals, teaching aids, CD ROMs and/or other resources�
Quorum – the number of committee members needed to make a vote official.  It is 
usually at least half the members plus one�
Reference Book – books that contain general information on many subjects, such as 
dictionaries, almanacs, yearbooks and encyclopaedias�
Shelf List – a list of all the materials in the library according to their location on the 
shelves� 
Software – products that enable people to use computers for certain tasks, such as word 
processing, drawing, bookkeeping, games, email, browsing the Web, etc�
Subject Category – a topic used for sorting books.  The topics can either be selected by 
the librarian or taken from the DDC�
Subject Code – a short way of writing a subject category, such as HE for Health.
Subject Index – a list of all the subject categories and codes used in the library.
Suggestion Box – a box with a slot where library users can deposit written comments 
about the functioning of the library� 
Term of office –  the length of time that committee members serve as president, vice-
president, treasurer or secretary�
URL –  Uniform Resource Locator: the address of an electronic document or “page” on 
the World Wide Web (see below)�  In order to use a URL, you must type it into software 
for browsing the Web while your computer is connected to the Internet�
Vertical File – a box or cabinet with folders for storing pamphlets, clipping and other 
small items on different topics�
World Wide Web – part of the Internet that displays pictures, text and even sounds.  For 
example, you can use the Web to look at street maps, hear the latest music from around 
the world, watch the news from different countries or find out more about the programs in 
the resource guide� To use the web, you need a computer, modem (a device for hooking 
your computer up to a phone line), phone line, Web browser software and an account 
with an Internet service provider�
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